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Courting Convivencia: Hispano-ƌĂď/ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇĂŶĚ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚtŽŵĞŶ ?ƐKƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝƐŵŝŶƚŚĞ&ƌĂŶĐŽ
ZĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐzĞĂƌƐŽĨ “hŶďĞĂƌĂďůĞ^ŽůŝƚƵĚĞ ? ? ? ? ? ?-1950) 
 
^ŚĞǁŽƵůĚŚĂǀĞŐŝǀĞŶĂůůƐŚĞƉŽƐƐĞƐƐĞĚ ? Q ?ƚŽŚĂǀĞŚĂĚŚŝŵĂƐƐŚĞŽŶĐĞƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚŝŵ ?ĂŵĂŶŽĨ
her own colour, not ǁŝƚŚƚŚŝƐĚƌĞĂĚĨƵůďůĂĐŬďĂƌƌŝĞƌďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞŵ ? ? Q ?,ĞǁĂƐůŽƐƚƚŽŚĞƌ
forever. No amount of love or understanding could pull down that barrier. 
(Louise Gerard. A Son of the Sahara. 1922: n. pag.) 
 
Había entre ellos muchas cosas, raza, religión, costumbres, pero cuando un gran amor une dos 
corazones, todo desaparece. Y ellos saltaron por encima de todo.  
(Ana Marcela García. El oasis del odio. 1951: 72) 
 
 
ŶŝŶƐŝŐŚƚŝŶƚŽ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐůŽŶŐƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƐĞůĨ-perception as a hospitable and non-racist nation can be 
glimpsed in the suggestive claim of Ramiro de Maeztu in his 1934 Defensa de la Hispanidad: 
 
los españoles no damos importancia a la sangre, ni al color de la piel, porque lo que llamamos raza no está 
constituido por aquellas características que puedan transmitirse al través de las obscuridades protoplásmicas, 
sino por aquellas otras que son luz del espíritu, como el habla y el credo. La Hispanidad está compuesta de 
hombres de las razas blanca, negra ?ŝŶĚŝĂǇŵĂůĂǇĂ ?ǇƐƵƐĐŽŵďŝŶĂĐŝŽŶĞƐ ? Q ? ?(34) 
 
Murdered at the outbreak of the Civil War, Maeztu, prominent thinker of the Generation of 98 and 
ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞƌŽĨƚŚĞ ? ? ? ?ŵŝůŝƚĂƌǇƵƉƌŝƐŝŶŐ ?ďĞĐĂŵĞŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞZĞďĞůƐ ?ĨŝƌƐƚŵĂƌƚǇƌƐ ?,ŝƐĐŽŶĐĞƉƚŽĨ
Hispanidad, which integrated nationalism, Catholic principles and a ďĞůŝĞĨŝŶ^ƉĂŝŶ ?Ɛ “ĞƐƉşƌŝƚƵ
ŵŝƐŝŽŶĞƌŽ ? ?DĂĞǌƚƵ ? ? )ŚĂĚďĞĞŶƚĂŬĞŶƵƉĞŶƚŚƵƐŝĂƐƚŝĐĂůůǇďǇƚŚĞ&ĂůĂŶŐŝƐƚƐĂŶĚůĂƚĞƌĐŽŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞĚ
one of the most emblematic policies of the Franco regime (Grossman 756-757). This negative 
association of his work has endured, so it is perhaps surprising to recall that in an affectionate letter 
to Maeztu following Defensa ?ƐƉƵďůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƚŚĞƉŽĞƚĂŶĚZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶ ?ŶƚŽŶŝŽDĂĐŚĂĚŽ ?ůĂǀŝƐŚĞĚ
praise on the work ĂŶĚĐŽŶĐƵƌƌĞĚǁŝƚŚŝƚƐ “ĂŶĄůŝƐŝƐǇǀĂůŽƌĂĐŝſŶĚĞůŚƵŵĂŶŝƐŵŽĞƐƉĂŹŽů ? ?'ŽŶǌĄůez 
Cuevas, 315). Setting aside the obvious sentiment of colonial exceptionalism, it is not difficult to see 
ŚŽǁDĂĞǌƚƵ ?ƐŝŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐĞŽŶƌĂĐĞĂƐĂŵĂƚƚĞƌŽĨƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂůŝƚǇĂŶĚĐƵůƚƵƌĞ ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞŝŶŶĂƚĞĞƋƵĂůŝƚǇŽĨĂůů
human beings (e.g. 34-35, 75, 79-81, 91-92, 103, 214), lends itself to such a favourable 
interpretation.  
DĂĞǌƚƵ ?Ɛ definition of Hispanidad reflected the move in Europe from a concept of biological 
race to more spiritual and civilizational inflected notions of raza cultural or raza histórica from the 
late nineteenth century to the early twentieth century.1 For obvious reasons, the former would 
become untenable after World War Two and  “ƌĂĐĞ ?was officially denounced as a myth by UNESCO 
in 1949 (González Alcantud 16, 39). But alongside cultural and historical meanings, Maeztu 
articulates an idea of the Spanish race as built on mestizaje that both he and Machado would have 
been familiar with from energetic intellectual debates in the late nineteenth century that had 
consolidated an ideologically and politically unifying conception of Spain as a racially hybrid nation 
(Goode 2-4, 17, 33, 63) and was subsequently appropriated by Spanish fascism (9-10 ) ?DĂĞǌƚƵ ?Ɛ 
perspective can be traced to the late nineteenth century Catholic traditionalist vision represented by 
Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo, which understood fusion as the expression of both the Spanish spirit 
of conquest and the Catholic ecumenical embrace of indigenous peoples (63). Unlike the British, for 
example, asserted the anthropologist Manuel Antón, not only did the Spaniards bring civilization to 
EĞǁtŽƌůĚ ? “we gave them  ? Q ?even our blood, which was the most that we could give. And this is 
something the British have never known how to give ? (quoted in Goode 69). 
                                                          
1
 For an analysis of the development of these concepts in Europe, see González Alcantud (2011). 
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The shift in meaning that conĐĞƉƚƐƐƵĐŚĂƐ “ƌĂĐĞ ?ĂŶĚ “ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ ?ǁĞƌĞƵŶĚĞƌŐŽŝŶŐŝŶƚŚĞĞĂƌůǇ
twentieth century is exemplified in the revised name of the Día de la Raza to Dia de la Hispanidad in 
Spain on 12 October 1939. Established in 1917, this celebration of ties between Spain and Latin 
America (the precise referent of raza was ambiguous), was part of a wider project of regeneration to 
deepen Hispano-American alliance in ƚŚĞǁĂŬĞŽĨ^ƉĂŝŶ ?Ɛ 1898 losses and the growing economic and 
cultural hegemony of the United States. For José Antonio González Alcantud, the ideologues of 
Hispanidad, and namely the historian Rafael Altamira, fought to counter the leyenda negra that had 
long haunted Spain (230), and the ostensibly anti-imperialist, anti-racist orientation of Hispanidad 
contriďƵƚĞĚƚŽĨŽŵĞŶƚŝŶŐƚŚĞĐŽŶǀŝĐƚŝŽŶŝŶ^ƉĂŝŶƚŚĂƚ “ŶŽƐŽƚƌŽƐŶŽƐŽŵŽƐŶŝĨƵŝŵŽƐƌĂĐŝƐƚĂƐ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?
Maeztu was in fact opposed to the term raza as a marker of cultural ties because of its association 
with biological characteristics and hence preferred Hispanidad (Birkenmaier 198-199).2 
In Francoism ?Ɛformulation, Hispanidad became a tool of political expediency to sustain the 
imperial dream that was a main agglutinating factor among the various sectors which supported the 
Rebels during the Civil War. Despite its inclusive pretensions, the exclusionary principle inherent to 
raza cultural was devastatingly apparent in the RebĞůƐ ?ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞŝƌĞŶĞŵŝĞƐ ?ZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶ
Spaniards were conceiǀĞĚŽĨĂƐƌĂĐŝĂůŝǌĞĚŽƚŚĞƌƐ ?ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇĚĞŶǇŝŶŐƚŚĞŵ “^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŶĞƐƐ ? ?Joshua 
Goode contends that the long legacy of the scholarly assumption of Spain as lacking a theory of race 
(resting on an implicit or explicit comparison with the Nazi model of purity) has had an exculpatory 
side-effect that is detectable, for example, in the continued reluctance of certain historians to 
acknowledge frankly that some of the policies pursued by the Franco regime against its enemies 
were akin to those implemented by the Nazis (209-214). The discursive prevalence of raza in post-
War society, as well as the malleability of the concept, made it open to interpretation and applicable 
to situations beyond those circumscribed by official discourse. This article explores one intriguing 
and unstudied ŵŽĚĞŽĨŝŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝǀĞĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚǁŝƚŚ&ƌĂŶĐŽŝƐŵ ?ƐƉƌŽŵŽƚŝŽŶof Hispanidad and its 
relationship to colonial discourse regarding Morocco: an Orientalist sub-genre of the defining 
Spanish romance novel of the dictatorship, the novela rosa. Set in indeterminate North African 
locations, this Orientalismo rosa rewrites its more well-known British precursor, the popular desert 
romance, along apparently pro-miscegenation lines  W in contrast with literary trends at home and 
beyond. In so doing, it probes the inclusive and exclusive element of the idea of hybridity as 
constituting the Spanish race.  
The juxtaposition of citations opening this article exposes the glaring differences between 
the British and Spanish examples; still, they bear some comment to prepare the ground for what 
ĨŽůůŽǁƐ ?dŚĞ “ƚƌĂŐĞĚǇƐŽŐŚĂƐƚůǇ ?ůĂŵĞŶƚĞĚďǇƚŚĞŶŐůŝƐŚŚĞƌŽŝŶĞŽĨ>ŽƵŝƐĞ'ĞƌĂƌĚ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?A Son of 
the Sahara, is the discovery that her fiancé has Arab roots. Gerard resolves the dilemma of forbidden 
ůŽǀĞĂŶĚůĞĂǀĞƐŝŶƚĂĐƚƚŚĞŶŽǀĞů ?ƐƵŶƐƚŝŶƚŝŶŐƌĂĐŝƐŵďǇůĂƚĞƌƌĞǀĞĂůŝŶŐƚŽƚŚĞƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚƐĂĨĂĐƚƚŚĂƚ
the reader has been comfortable in knowing from the outset: that Raoul Le Breton/Casim Ammeh is 
the son of a French colonel who had impregnated his mother just before she was abducted by a 
ƐƵůƚĂŶŝŶƚŚĞŐǇƉƚŝĂŶĚĞƐĞƌƚ ?ƐĂƐƵƉƉŽƐĞĚ “ŚĂůĨ-ĐĂƐƚĞ ? ?ƚŚĞŵĂůĞƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚƉƌŽǀŽŬĞƐĚŝƐŐƵƐƚ
because he embodies the spectre of miscegenation abhorred by colonial powers (Stoler 33-39; 
Young 25, 149-50, 181). Accordingly, in such romances, the device of mistaken identity functions to 
unveil Arab heroes as white Europeans to authorize the happy ending and avert the awful prospect 
ŽĨ “ĐŽŶƚĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŶŐ ?ƚŚĞǁŚŝƚĞ ?ŝŵƉĞƌŝĂů “ƌĂĐĞ ?ĂŶĚĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐŝŶŐŝƚƐƉƌĞƐƚŝŐĞ ?ŝĂŵŽŶĚ ? ?-103; Teo 
                                                          
2
 The term raza was defended by some Latin American intellectuals, e.g. the Dominican Pedro Henríquez 
Ureña, because of its perceived affective charge (Birkenmaier 198). However, the Día de la Raza was 
condemned by the Cuban thinker Fernando Ortiz for its homogenizing intent, Spanish paternalism and tint of 
scientific racism (197). He famously criticized Altamira, who had visited Cuba and other Latin American 
countries delivering a series of talks on the Hispano-American  “ĐŽŵƵŶŝĚĂĚĚĞ ‘ƌĂǌĂ ? ? ? ? ? ? ) ? 
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84-85, 104-5, 108).3 Hence for a British woman in the 1920s (and until 1948), entering into a mixed 
marriage meant relinquishing her citizenship (Baldwin 52 ? ) ?dƵƌŶŝŶŐƚŽŶĂDĂƌĐĞůĂ'ĂƌĐşĂ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?El
oasis del odio, ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐĂĚŝǀĞƌŐĞŶƚĂĚǀŽĐĂĐǇŽĨŵŝƐĐĞŐĞŶĂƚŝŽŶ ?dŚĞĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ&ĂĚĂů ?ƐƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƚŽŚĞƌ
^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŵŽƚŚĞƌĂŶĚƌĂďĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƐƐƵƌƉĂƐƐŝŶŐŽĨďŽƵŶĚĂƌŝĞƐĂŶŝŵĂƚĞƐƚŚĞƉƌŽƐƉĞĐƚŽĨƌŽŵĂŶĐĞ
between her brotheƌ ?KŵĂƌ ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?tŚĞƌĞĂƐ “ƌĂĐĞ ?ŝƐƚŚĞŝŶƐƵƌŵŽƵŶƚĂďůĞ
obstacle in the British desert romance, resolved only through its disavowal, religion is the apparently 
more tractable problem in the numerous novelas rosa occupied with  “interracial ? love. This stance, 
ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŶŽǀĞůƐ ?ŐĞƐƚƵƌĞŽĨŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŽƚŚĞĂƚŚŽůŝĐĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ?ƌĞƐŽŶĂƚĞƐǁŝƚŚ
DĂĞǌƚƵ ?ƐŵĞƐƐĂŐĞĂďŽƵƚ “ůĂŝŐƵĂůĚĂĚĞƐĞŶĐŝĂůĚĞůĂƐĂůŵĂƐ ? ? ? ? ) ?ƉƌĞĚŝĐĂƚĞĚŽŶĂŶŝŶŶĂƚĞĐĂƉĂĐŝƚǇ
for conversion (104-5). 
Why should this overlooked and non-prestigious literary genre elicit our interest? One 
reason is that its Orientalist variety shows an arresting departure from what is generally assumed to 
be the virtual absence of portrayals of mixed relationships across the colonial divide in 
contemporaneous fiction concerning the Spanish protectorate in Morocco (Carrasco González 
Historia ?DĂƚĞŽŝĞƐƚĞ “ŵŽƌĞƐƉƌŽŚŝďŝĚŽƐ ? ) ?4 Even though no law existed against miscegenation in 
Spain, the racialized hierarchy that underwrote the Spanish colonial project engendered a de facto 
tacit prohibition which was largely upheld in cultural representation. Josep Lluís Mateo Dieste 
remarks that the attraction felt by Spanish men towards Moroccan women  W often unreciprocated 
or ending in catastrophe  W is a recurrent theme, while romance between Spanish women and 
Moroccan men remains taboo (133-136). Susan Martín-DĄƌƋƵĞǌ ?ƐďƌŝůůŝĂŶƚƐƚƵĚǇďĞĂƌƐŽƵƚƚŚŝƐ
observation: her analysis of Francoist films with a Moroccan/Moorish theme illustrates that even 
when these feature mestizo/a ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌƐĂŶĚĨůŝƌƚǁŝƚŚ “ƉŽĞƚŝĐĂůůǇKƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝǌĞĚŚĞƚĞƌŽƐĞǆƵĂůůŽǀĞ
ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?ĂŶǆŝĞƚŝĞƐĂďŽƵƚƐƵĐŚƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐŝŶƌĞĂůůŝĨĞĂƌĞŵĂŶĂŐĞĚĞŝƚŚĞƌďǇĨŽƌĞĐůŽƐŝŶŐ
their realisation, or by redefining hybrid protagonists as ethnic Moroccans, thus precluding their 
integration into the Spanish nation (220-268). During the Civil War, intimacy between Spanish 
women and North African recruits was not tolerated in the Nationalist zone (Martín Corrales 224). 
Fear of mixing was acute: alarmed by the presence of so many Moroccans on the peninsula, the 
colonial authorities, the Delegación de Asuntos Indígenas (D.A.I.), ordered the immediate 
repatriation of all those whose services were no longer needed (Nerín 235). Subsequently, from 
1945, the considerable consternation caused by mixed relationships led to the implementation by 
D.A.I. of a covert policy to obstruct them, with an overwhelming focus on those between Moroccan 
ŵĞŶĂŶĚ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚǁŽŵĞŶ ?ZŽĚƌşŐƵĞǌDĞĚŝĂŶŽ ? “ĞůĞŐĂĐŝſŶ ? ) ? Efforts to undertake mixed marriages 
were severely hampered by the D.A.I. (Mateo Dieste 148), which considered them anathema 
(Rodríguez Mediano 179). Moreover, if they did manage to take place, neither party could acquire 
ƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌ ?ƐŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƚǇ ? ? ? ? ) ?/ŶƚŚŝƐƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ ?the attitude was not dissimilar to the British colonial 
stance, and studies of race in the colonies were invariably prompted by  “ĞůŵŝĞĚŽĂůĂŵĞǌĐůĂƐĞǆƵĂů ?
(González Alcantud 18). Evidently, fusion was a Spanish quality best performed in the past. 
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 dŚĞŶŽƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚƌĂĐŝĂůŵŝǆŝŶŐǁŽƵůĚůĞĂĚƚŽĚĞŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞ “ƐƵƉĞƌŝŽƌƌĂĐĞƐ ?ŚĂĚďĞĞŶŵŽƐƚŝŶĨůƵĞŶƚŝĂlly 
expressed in the previous century by the French anthropologist Arthur Gobineau in his ƐƐĂŝƐƵƌů ?ŝŶĠŐĂůŝƚĠĚĞƐ
races humaines (1853-1855) (González Alcantud 42; Goode 30). The  “ƵŶǀĞŝůŝŶŐ ? device was also repeatedly 
used in Hollywood film: see Jack ShaŚĞĞŶ ?ƐĞŶĐǇĐůŽƉĂĞĚŝĐƐƚƵĚǇ ?Reel Bad Arabs. 
4
 dŚĞĞǆĐĞƉƚŝŽŶďŽƚŚĐŝƚĞŝƐĂƌŵĞŶEŽŶĞůů ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?Zoco Grande (Carrasco González 249; Mateo Dieste 137), 
also discussed by Martín-Márquez (272-277). What is not mentioned is that Nonell also wrote novelas rosa and 
was likely responding to the Orientalist sub-genre studied here. A forthcoming article examines Zoco Grande in 
this connection. 
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It is no surprise that popular, female-authored depictions of interracial love have not 
received scholarly attention. Hurriedly and inexpertly written for the most part, and deemed to be 
purveyors of the most retrograde Francoist gender ideology, or simple escapist triviality, when the 
novela rosa has been subjected to critical scrutiny, the justification is usually limited to its 
undeniable sociological bearing.5 Andrés Amorós puts this into context when he notes that fewer 
than 5,000 copies were printed of Luis DĂƌƚşŶ^ĂŶƚŽƐ ?ƐTiempo de Silencio, a landmark novel of the 
ĚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌƐŚŝƉ ?ǁŚĞƌĞĂƐŽƌşŶdĞůůĂĚŽ ?ƐƌŽŵĂŶĐĞƐĐŽƵůĚƌĞĂĐŚ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ) ?6 Less visible authors are 
the focus here; even so, Nino Kebadze observes that María del Pilar Carré and María Adela Durango 
(discussed below) originally had a larger readership than canonical women writers (Romance and 
Exemplarity  ? ? ) ?ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?El príncipe Harasi Kaddur, for example, had an initial print run of 
10,000, which also doubled the norm for the average novela rosa at the time. One might be inclined 
to dismiss the exceptions presented by these texts in their treatment of interracial relations because 
they are so obviously fantasy constructs; yet the ostensible purpose of the novela rosa to emulate 
prescribed codes of conduct (Kebadze, Romance and Exemplarity), makes their deviation from 
norms notable. One might also reasonably point out that the depictions of homoerotic bonding in 
colonial settings in the literary and cinematographic texts scrupulously examined by Martín-Márquez 
(161- ? ? ? ) ?ĂƌĞŶŽůĞƐƐĨĂŶƚĂƐƚŝĐĂů ?Ɛ<ĞďĂĚǌĞƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝǀĞĂƌŐƵĞƐ ?ǀŝĞǁŝŶŐǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐƌŽŵĂŶĐĞƐĂƐ
 “ĂůǁĂǇƐĂůƌĞĂĚǇƌĞĂĚ ?ŵĞĂŶƐĚŝƐƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐƚŚĞǁĂǇƐŝŶǁŚŝĐŚƚŚĞŐĞŶƌĞ ?ǁŚŝĐŚ ?ĂĨƚĞƌĂůů ?ǇŽƵŶŐ
ǁŽŵĞŶǁĞƌĞĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚƚŽƉƌĂĐƚŝƐĞ )ĐŽƵůĚƐĞƌǀĞĂƐ “ĂŶĂƵƐƉŝĐŝŽƵƐƚĞƐƚŝŶŐŐƌŽƵŶĚ ?ĨŽƌŶĞŐŽƚŝĂƚŝŶŐ
ƐŽĐŝĂůĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŐĞŶĚĞƌŝĚĞŶƚŝƚŝĞƐ ? ?&ƌĂŶĐŽŝƐƚWŽůŝƚŝĐƐ ? ? ? ? ) ?ĞĂƌŝŶŐŝŶŵŝŶĚ ?:Ž>ĂďĂŶǇŝ ?Ɛ
apposite insight that romance novels provided a form of cultural continuity in a post-War context of 
radical and traumatic personal and political disruption ("Romancing" 4-5), I suggest that whereas the 
British narratives unmask their heroes as European, the use of conversion by the Spanish ones can 
be interpreted in a more metaphorical sense (facilitated by cultural notions of raza) that relates to 
the social cleavages of the post-War period. As such, they provide an insight into the reception of 
Francoist colonial discourse in one of the areas of Spanish culture that Labanyi argues remains 
 “ŐŚŽƐƚůǇ ? ?ƉƌĞĐŝƐĞůǇďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚǁĂƐ “ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞĚďǇƐƵďĂůƚĞƌŶŐƌŽƵƉƐ ? ? “ŶŐĂŐŝŶŐ ? ? ) ? 
My intention thus is not to make an essentialist claim that the Spanish female imaginary was 
more open-minded regarding miscegenation when compared to male cultural producers, or the 
British desert romance novelists. Rather, I am interested in investigating the frequent appearance of 
mixed relationships in the post-War climate of international ostraĐŝƐŵĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐĂƚƚĞŶĚĂŶƚ
promotion of Hispanidad. In what follows, attention is directed to the Hispano-Arab dimension of 
the latter discourse and its material manifestations during the United Nations official condemnation 
between 1946 and 1950: speĐŝĨŝĐĂůůǇ ?ƚŚĞ “ĐŽƵƌƚƐŚŝƉ ?ŽĨĞŵĞƌŐŝŶŐƌĂďƐƚĂƚĞƐĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚƚŽ “ ?ĨƵůĨŝů ?
ƚŚĞƌŽůĞŽĨĨĞŝŐŶŝŶŐĂŵŝŶŝŵƵŵŽĨĞǆƚĞƌŶĂůĐƌĞĚŝďŝůŝƚǇ ? ?ĂƵƚŝƐƚĂĞůŐĂĚŽ ? ? ? )ĂŶĚƚŽƉĂůůŝĂƚĞ “ƵŶĂ
ƐŽůĞĚĂĚŝŶƐŽƉŽƌƚĂďůĞ ? ?ŝŶƚŚĞĞǀŽĐĂƚŝǀĞǁŽƌĚƐŽĨƚŚĞŶĚŝƉůŽŵĂƚ ?&ĞƌŶĂŶĚŽDŽƌĄŶ ?ƋƵŽted in Algora 
Weber 41). To elucidate these linkages, this article first addresses certain discursive uses of raza and 
Hispano-Arab convivencia in the formulation of Nationalist identity and dwells on the example of 
Raza, the novel-cum-screenplay by Jaime de Andrade (pseudonym of Francisco Franco), published in 
1942 and released in cinemas that year. It then turns to the influence of British female-authored 
Orientalism and, specifically, the case of  ?D ?,Ƶůů ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?ƐĐĂŶĚĂůŽƵƐďĞƐƚƐĞůůĞƌ ?The Sheik, re-issued 
in a new Spanish translation in 1943, a year after Raza, and comparable to the latter in terms of its 
cultural resonance. The final part explores the different ways in which these texts and the debates 
they engaged shape the Spanish Orientalist romances by analysing a selection published between 
1943 and 1951 by María del Pilar Carré, María Adela Durango, Ana Marcela García and Lía Ramos. 
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Raza and Hispano-Arab Identity 
A centuries-ůŽŶŐŚŝƐƚŽƌǇŽĨĚĞƉŝĐƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞDƵƐůŝŵ “ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ƉƌĞĐĞĚĞĚƚŚĞĂƵƚŚŽƌƐŽĨƚhe Orientalist 
novela rosa. María Soledad Carraso Urgoiti observes that literary maurophilia emerged with the 
romances fronterizos in the last decades of the fifteenth century and refers to the nostalgic, 
idealized representations of the Moor and Moorish civilization when the Moors had already ceased 
to be a threat (21). The romances gave rise to a ĨŽƌŵŽĨ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚ “ĞǆŽƚŝƐŵŽƋƵĞŶŽĐŽnduce a 
ƌĞŐŝŽŶĞƐƌĞŵŽƚĂƐ ?ƐŝŶŽĂůƉƌŽƉŝŽƉĂƐĂĚŽ ? W a past that was on the verge of disappearing with the fall 
of Granada in 1492 (41). The resulting ƉŽƌƚƌĂǇĂůŽĨƚŚĞDŽŽƌĂƐŚĂǀŝŶŐĂ “ĐĂƌĄĐƚĞƌƐĞŶƚŝŵĞŶƚĂůǇ
ŐĂůĂŶƚĞ ? ? ? ? ) derived from the medieval ideal of courtly love (20, 49) and continues to resonate in 
^ƉĂŶŝƐŚǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐOrientalismo rosa during the Franco regime. Yet maurophilia and maurophobia 
have invariably been two sides of the same coin (17). As Juan Goytisolo observes,   “ŵĞŶƵĚŽƐĞƌĄ
nuestro negativo: proyección de cuanto censuramos en nuestro fuero interno, y objeto por tanto de 
aborrecimiento y envidia. A veces, también la imagen romántica y ĂƚƌĂĐƚŝǀĂĚĞƵŶŝŵƉŽƐŝďůĞŝĚĞĂů ? 
(8). Hence the dichotomoy of the  “ďƵĞŶĂďĞŶĐĞƌƌĂũĞ ?ǀĞƌƐƵƐ “ĞůŵŽƌŽsanguinario, violador y 
ĨĂŶĄƚŝĐŽ ?is a recurrent presence in Spanish literature across eight centuries (17).  
The troubling duality of the Moor was cast anew during the Moroccan Campaigns (1909-
1927) and encapsulated in the moro amigo, versus the moro enemigo or rebelde, who was 
stubbornly defiant towards the Spanish colonial enterprise. The former applied to the tribal leaders 
with whom pacts had been forged and to the Regulares (Moroccan soldiers in the pay of the Spanish 
army); and later extended to the troops recruited for the Nationalist side during the Civil War. For 
many Spaniards, their deployment of Moroccan fighters in the Civil War, evoked as a Reconquista by 
ďŽƚŚƐŝĚĞƐ ?ƐǇŵďŽůŝĐĂůůǇƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĞĚƚŚĞƌĞƚƵƌŶŽĨƚŚĞ “ĞŶĞŵǇDŽŽƌ ?ƚŽ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ĞƐƉŝƚĞƚŚĞĞxploitation, 
by Republicans and Rebels alike of entrenched perceptions of Muslims as the external enemy, the 
ĨŝĞƌĐĞůǇƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚEĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚƐǁĞƌĞĂďůĞƚŽĚƌĂǁŽŶ “ĂůŽŶŐ-established myth of Hispano-Arabic 
ŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ ?ĂŶĚ “ŝĚĞĂůŝǌĞĚǀŝƐŝŽŶŽĨconvivencia ?ƚŽŽĨĨƐĞƚƚŚĞǁĞĂŬĞŶŝŶŐŽĨƚŚĞŝƌŝĚĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĨƌŽŶƚ
(Jensen 496).7 Paradoxically, the Reconquista as a prism through which to view the Civil War meant 
that the Republican enemy could be conceived of as a foreign aggressor: a new version of the 
erstwhile Muslim invaders. Crucially, too, Moroccans belonged to the community of believers, the 
single most important trait which justified the alienation of the Republicans from the Patria. Indeed, 
the incorporation of the Moor and ĐŽŶĐŽŵŝƚĂŶƚĚĞŶŝĂůŽĨ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŶĞƐƐƚŽƚŚĞ “ŝŶĨŝĚĞů ?ZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶ ?
ĨĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚĞĚƚŚĞůĂƚƚĞƌ ?Ɛconstruction as a racialized other. A chilling example of this discourse is 
ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚďǇƚŚĞǁƌŝƚĞƌĂƌůŽƚĂK ?EĞŝůů ?ǁŝĨĞŽĨƚŚĞŵƵƌĚĞƌĞĚZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶĂƉƚĂŝŶsŝƌŐŝůŝŽ>ĞƌĞƚ )ǁŚĞŶ
ƐŚĞĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐŚĞĂƌŝŶŐƚŚĞƉƌŽƐĞĐƵƚŽƌ “ĐůĂŵĂŶĚŽƉŽƌĞůĞǆƚĞƌŵŝŶŝŽĚĞůĂƌĂǌĂƋƵĞŶŽƉĞŶƐĂƌĂĐŽŵŽ
Ġů ? ? ? ? )ĂƚĂconsejo de guerra in Melilla. 
&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?ƐŽǁŶƚƌŝƵŵƉŚĂůŝƐƚĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŽĨƚŚĞŝǀŝůtĂƌĂƐĂcruzada in his propaganda vehicle 
Raza, contains several references extolling the Hispano-Arab component of Spanish history and 
racial hybridity with maurophilic overtones. In an earůǇƐĐĞŶĞ ?ŚĂǀŝŶŐƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚŚŝƐ “ZĞĂůĞƐƉĂĐŚŽĚĞ
KĨŝĐŝĂů ?ĨƌŽŵdŽůĞĚŽ ?ƐDŝůŝƚĂƌǇĐĂĚĞŵǇŝŶĂĐĞƌĞmony in the Alcázar, the protagonist José Churruca 
ƉŽŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚĞƐŽŶƚŚĞĨŽƌƚƌĞƐƐ ?ƐŝůůƵƐƚƌŝŽƵƐƉĂƐƚ ?ƐĞůĞĐƚŝŶŐĂŶĂŶĞĐĚŽƚĞĂďŽƵƚ “ĚŽůŽƌĞƐĨĞŵĞŶŝŶŽƐ ?ƚŽ
impress his mother and sister: 
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Sí, de las inquietudes de Doña Berenguela, mujer de Alfonso VI [sic]
 8
, cuando desde un torreón del viejo 
Alcázar ve acercarse los ejércitos árabes que sorprenden a la ciudad desguarnecida. Contados caballeros 
guardan a la dama, mas a la caballerosidad española responde el gesto de la hueste agarena, que saluda y 
pasa perdonando la cautividad a la dama indefensa. (65) 
 
Here the gallant conduct of the Muslim army upon reaching the unprotected Alcázar and its 
ǀƵůŶĞƌĂďůĞƋƵĞĞŶŝƐƐĞĞŶƚŽŵŝƌƌŽƌŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶ “ĐĂďĂůůĞƌŽƐŝĚĂĚ ? ?dŚĞĞƉŝƐŽĚĞƌĞĨĞƌƐƚŽƚŚĞ ? ? ? ?ĂƚƚĂĐŬ
on Toledo by the army of al-ƵďĂŝƌŝďŶ ‘hŵĂƌ ?ŐŽǀĞƌŶŽƌŽĨſƌĚŽďĂĂŶĚ'ƌĂŶĂĚĂ ?ŝŶƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƚŽ<ŝŶŐ
ůĨŽŶƐŽs// ?ƐŽŶƐůĂƵŐŚƚĂŶĚƐŝĞŐĞŽĨŶĞĂƌďǇKƌĞũĂ ?/ŶƚŚŝƐĚƌĂŵĂƚŝĐƐƚŽƌǇ ?ŶĂƌƌĂƚĞĚŝŶŽŽŬ//ŽĨƚŚĞ
Chronica Adefonsi Imperatoris,9 al-Zubair and his forces are unable to thwart events at Oreja and 
ƌĞƐŽƌƚƚŽĂŶĂƚƚĂĐŬŽŶdŽůĞĚŽ ?dŚĞǇĂƌĞĚĞƚĞƌƌĞĚďǇƚŚĞŵƉƌĞƐƐĞƌĞŶŐĂƌŝĂ ?ĞƌĞŶŐƵĞůĂ ?ƐŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ
warning al-Zubair that he is about to wage war on a woman. Arriving at the Alcázar, they are greeted 
by the sight of Berengaria at its summit accompanied by her ladies-in-waiting clutching their prayer 
books, whereupon they begin singing and playing instruments.10 The chivalrous attitude of the 
retreating Muslim army is explained by James F. Powers as the result of a shared honour code that 
renders the episode plausible (21). Its inclusion in Raza is evidently supposed to echo the 
ŚŽŶŽƵƌĂďůĞĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŽĨDŽƌŽĐĐĂŶǁĂƌƌŝŽƌƐŝŶƚŚĞŝǀŝůtĂƌ ?ĨŽƌŝƚŝƐĐŽŶƐŽŶĂŶƚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞEĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚƐ ?
other claim that they were respectful to Spanish women (Martín Corrales 225). This contradicted, for 
ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ ?YƵĞŝƉŽĚĞ>ůĂŶŽ ?ƐƌĂŶƚŝŶŐƌĂĚŝŽďƌŽĂĚĐĂƐƚƐǁŚŝĐŚƐŽƵŐŚƚƚŽƚĞƌƌŽƌŝǌĞZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶƐǁŝƚŚ
reports of massacres committed by the Regulares (134, 220-221, 146, 151). Some of these bore the 
vicious mark of a reverseĚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůŝƐŵ ?ƐƵĐŚĂƐƚŚĞƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƚŽĂ “ƌĂǌǌŝĂĞƐƉĂŶƚŽƐĂ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?11 
KƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝƐƚƐƚĞƌĞŽƚǇƉĞƐŽĨƐĂǀĂŐĞƐĞǆƵĂůĞǆĐĞƐƐǁĞƌĞĂůƐŽƌĞǁŽƌŬĞĚŝŶYƵĞŝƉŽ ?ƐƐĂĚŝƐƚŝĐƌĞǀĞůůŝŶŐŝŶ
incidences of past and future rapes (e.g. 431, 456). In Raza, the parallel between the Civil War and 
the Middle Ages works allegorically to legitimate the collaboration of the Nationalists with the 
present-ĚĂǇ “DŽŽƌƐ ? ?ĂŶĚƚŽĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞƚŚĞŵĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŵŽƌĞƌĞĐĞŶƚĂŶĚĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐŝŶŐŝŵĂŐĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ferocious Rif warrior) who were a worthy adversary in times past. José, like Franco, later becomes 
 “ĂƉŝƚĄŶĚĞZĞŐƵůĂƌĞƐ ? ? ? ? )ŝŶĂŶŽƚŚĞƌŐĞƐƚƵƌĞĨƵƐŝŶŐƉĂƐƚĂŶĚƉƌĞƐĞŶƚDŽŽƌƐ ?12 
Another significant parallel that would surely not have been lost on Raza ?ƐĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞ
reinforces the psychic displacement of the Moorish enemy with the Republican other. The Toledo 
ĞƉŝƐŽĚĞƌĞƐŽŶĂƚĞƐǁŝƚŚ&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?Ɛ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌ ? ? ? ?ĚŝǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ ĨŚŝƐĨƌŝĐĂŶĨŽƌĐĞƐƚŽƌĞůŝĞǀĞƚŚĞ
ZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶƐŝĞŐĞŽĨƚŚĞůĐĄǌĂƌ ?ƚŚƵƐ “ƌĞĐŽŶƋƵĞƌŝŶŐ ?ĂƐŝƚĞĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚŝŶĐƵůƚƵƌĂůŵĞŵŽƌǇǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ
first defeat by Christian forces of Muslim-ŚĞůĚƚĞƌƌŝƚŽƌǇ ?,ŝƐ “ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĐĂůůǇďŝǌĂƌƌĞ ? ?WƌĞƐƚŽŶ ? “'ĞŶĞƌĂů
&ƌĂŶĐŽ ? ? ? )ĚĞƚŽƵƌƐůŽǁĞĚƚŚĞĂĚǀĂŶĐĞƚŽDĂĚƌŝĚĂŶĚŽďĞǇĞĚƐŽůĞůǇƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůŵŽƚŝǀĞƐ ?ƉƌŽƉĂŐĂŶĚĂ
ĐŽƵƉ ?ƚŚĞ “ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂůǀŝĐƚŽƌǇĂŶĚƉƌŽƉĂŐĂŶĚŝƐƚŝĐĐŽƵƉ ? ? ? ? )ŽĨƚŚĞůĐĄǌĂƌ ?ƐůŝďĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ
&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?ƐƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĂƐƚŚĞZĞďĞůƐ ?ƐƵƉƌĞŵĞŵŝůŝƚĂƌǇĂŶĚƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĐŽŵŵĂŶĚĞƌ ?'ƌĂŚĂŵ ? ? ) ?/ŵĂŐĞƐŽĨ
the war-torn Alcázar continued to be exploited after the War as both a symbol of Francoist 
resistance and of Imperial Spain (Barreiro López 724). In Raza, José is positioned as caretaker of this 
lost history that Spaniards have neglected at their peril. The fate of the nation depends upon the 
resurgence ŽĨƚŚĞƚƌƵĞ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚ “ƌĂĐĞ ? ?ƚŚĞĞŵďŽĚŝŵĞŶƚŽĨǁŚŝĐŚŝƐƚŚĞAlmogávar P “ůŽmás heroico 
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sharing, is involuntarily undermined by his erroneously stating Doña Berenguela to be the wife of Alfonso VI 
(instead of Alfonso VII). 
9
 See Powers (1995), and Barton and Fletcher (2000) for discussion of the chronicle. 
10
 Predictably, the daring bravery and ingenuity attributed to Empress Berengaria is reduced in Raza to a story 
ŽĨŵĞƌĞ “ĚŽůŽƌĞƐĨĞŵĞŶŝŶŽƐ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
11
 Razzias were attacks on Moroccan villages perpetrated by the Spanish colonial army. 
12
 Although the bonds forged between colonial officers and Regulares facilitated recruitment (Balfour 275), the 
vast majority appear to have enlisted because of economic deprivation and coercive measures than out of any 
conviction regarding the Nationalist cause (Madariaga,  “/ŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?-9; Los moros 180-1). 
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ĚĞůĂůĞŐŝſŶƌŽŵĂŶĂ ?ůŽŵĄƐŶŽďůĞǇŐƵĞƌƌĞƌŽĚĞůĂƐĞƐƚŝƌƉĞƐĄƌĂďĞƐ ?ĨƵƐĞĚǁŝƚŚ “ŶƵĞƐƚƌĂƌĂǌĂŝďĞƌĂ ?
(198). The concept combines the elitism of fascism (despite its populist bid, Raza ?ƐƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚƐĂƌĞ
ŽĨĂƌŝƐƚŽĐƌĂƚŝĐƐƚŽĐŬ )ǁŝƚŚ&ĂůĂŶŐŝƐŵ ?ƐĞspousal of hybridity. 
After the War, the privileged position of the Moorish other was maintained by the new 
ƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?hŶƚŝůDŽƌŽĐĐĂŶŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞŝŶ ? ? ? ? ?&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?ƐGuardia Mora constituted a potent visual 
ĞŶĐĂƉƐƵůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĞŵďƌĂĐĞŽĨƚŚĞDŽŽƌ ?ƚĂŶŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůĞǀĞů ?ŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞĚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌ ?ƐŵŽƐƚůŽǇĂů
soldiers, Mohammed Ben Mezzian, rose to the highest ranks of the Spanish army, becoming Captain-
'ĞŶĞƌĂůŽĨ&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?ƐŶĂƚŝǀĞ'ĂůŝĐia. Such displays of inclusion are partially explicable because it was 
necessary to express gratitude for the Moroccan contribution to victory and, accordingly, a number 
of cultural texts exalted the Hispano-Moroccan relationship. The continued existence of the 
ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŽƌĂƚĞĂůƐŽŚĂĚƚŽďĞũƵƐƚŝĨŝĞĚŝŶǀŝĞǁŽĨƚŚĞĞŵƉƚǇĂƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞƐĂďŽƵƚDŽƌŽĐĐŽ ?ƐĨƵƚƵƌĞ
independence given by the Rebels during the Civil War (Balfour 274). Most importantly, the self-
interested pursuit of Hispano-Arab amity would become the lynĐŚƉŝŶŽĨƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐĨŽƌĞŝŐŶƉŽůŝĐǇ
when it found itself diplomatically ostracized after the Second World War via UN Resolution 39/I: 
passed on 12 December 1946 and rescinded four years later on 4 November 1950 by 386/V (Algora 
Weber 49, 79). Throughout this time, the regime strove to gain the backing of the newly decolonized 
Arab countries in the UN to overturn Resolution 39/1 (the so-ĐĂůůĞĚ “ƉŽůşƚŝĐĂƉƵĞŶƚĞ ? )ĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞďǇ
secure its long-term survival, even while trying to retain its own status as a colonial power. It was a 
balancing act that involved outward shows of support for Moroccan nationalism to differentiate the 
Spanish approach from British and French imperialism (Gillespie 22-3). The discourse of convivencia 
had been revitalized by the Africanistas in the late nineteenth century, undergirded by the findings 
of anthropologists, such as Manuel Antón, who claimed that the fundaments of the Spanish racial 
ŵŝǆǁĞƌĞĂŶĂŵĂůŐĂŵĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƵƌŽƉĞĂŶĂŶĚEŽƌƚŚĨƌŝĐĂŶƌŽŽƚƐ ?ďƵƚƚŚĂƚ “ƚŚĞĐůŽƐĞƐƚƌĂĐial affinity 
ǁĂƐƚŽďĞĨŽƵŶĚŝŶDŽƌŽĐĐŽ ? ?'ŽŽĚĞ ? ? ) ?dŚĞƐĞŝĚĞĂƐǁĂƐĐŽ-opted with militaristic emphasis by 
ĞŵĞƌŐĞŶƚEĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐƐƵďƐĞƋƵĞŶƚĐƵůƚŝǀĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƌĂďǁŽƌůĚǁĂƐĞǀĞŶ
referred to as mozarabidad, recalling the Arabic-speaking Christians of al-Andalus who lived in 
Muslim lands and followed Arab customs without converting (Rein 201). &ƌĂŶĐŽ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?ĞŶĚŽĨǇĞĂƌ
speech ƐŝŶŐůĞĚŽƵƚDŽƌŽĐĐŽŝŶŵĂƌŬĞĚůǇĂĨĨĞĐƚŝŽŶĂƚĞƚĞƌŵƐ ?ŽĨĨĞƌŝŶŐƵƉ “ƵŶĂƐƉĂůĂďƌĂƐĚĞĂŵŽƌ
para el noble y leal ƉƵĞďůŽŵĂƌƌŽƋƵş ?ƚĂŶƵŶŝĚŽĂŶŽƐŽƚƌŽƐ ? ? “ ? ?ĚĞĚŝĐŝĞŵďƌĞ ? ) ? 
 
Hispanicizing The Sheik 
Nevertheless, as the foregoing already indicates, a defining ƚƌĂŝƚŽĨƚŚĞ&ƌĂŶĐŽƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐĐŽůŽŶŝĂů
discourse, and its attitude towards Moroccans, was its inherently contradictory nature  W revealed 
ĂŶĚĞǆƉůŽŝƚĞĚŝŶ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐKƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝƐƚƌŽŵĂŶĐĞƐ. The ĚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌƐŚŝƉ ?s efforts to foster positive 
perceptions of Moroccans is attested in the intervention of new censorship norms to eliminate racist 
material that might be offensive to Moroccans, ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?ƐŽǁŶ ? ? ? ?Diario de una bandera 
(Martín-Márquez 206). On the other hand, despite the logic of Hispano-Arab identity seeming 
favourable to miscegenation, heterosexual racial mixing was outlawed in cultural representations 
primarily for domestic consumption (and, as noted, sabotaged in real life in the protectorate by the 
colonial authorities). For example, a section was removed from the 1952 republication of Antonio 
Fernández-ĂƌŽ ?Ɛ,ŝƐƉĂno-Arabic inspired poetry which, exceptionally, appeared to proffer 
reflections on sexual contact between Moroccan men and Spanish women (272). The pernicious 
influence on susceptible young women of  “ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĂƐƚŽƚĂůŵĞŶƚĞŶĞĨĂƐƚĂƐ ?ƉĞŶŶĞĚďǇ “ĞƐĐƌŝƚŽƌĞƐ
ĂĨƌŝĐĂŶŝƐƚĂƐ ‘ĞǆſƚŝĐŽƐ ? ? was highlighted among the chief concerns of the D.A.I. (Rodríguez Mediano 
174, 176): jŽƵƌŶĂůŝƐƚĂŶĚǁƌŝƚĞƌ>ƵŝƐŶƚŽŶŝŽĚĞůĂsĞŐĂ ?ǁŚŽŽĐĐĂƐŝŽŶĂůůǇ “ǀĞŶƚƵƌ ?ĞĚ ?ƚo focus on 
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ŵŝǆĞĚĐŽƵƉůĞƐ ? ?ǁĂƐŽŶĞ ƚĂƌŐĞƚ “ĚĞƐƉŝƚĞŚŝƐŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞŝŵƉĞĐĐĂďůĞ&ƌĂŶĐŽŝƐƚĐƌĞĚĞŶƚŝĂůƐ ? (Martín-
Márquez 271).  
Of course, after the Civil War, the risk of interracial relationships was much lower. This 
enabled Francoism to promote Hispano-Arab identity nationally  W and internationally in an attempt 
to curry favour with the Arab countries whose support it needed  W while covertly pursuing anti-
miscegenation tactics in the contact zone of the protectorate and controlling the expression of 
mestizaje in the cultural imaginary. One oĨƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐĨŽƌĞŵŽƐƚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůideologues, Rodolfo Gil 
Benumeya offers a ƚĞůůŝŶŐŝŶƐŝŐŚƚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?Ɛ simultaneous deployment of contradictory 
positions. In his 1952 Hispanidad y arabidad, he highlights Latin American and Arab solidarity with 
Spain in the 1949 vote against the UN resolution (132) and he applauds historical examples of 
intermarriage among Middle-Eastern Arabs, Spaniards and Hispano-Americans, citing these as 
evidence ƚŚĂƚ “ƌĞƐƵůƚĂŝŵƉŽƐŝďůĞƚƌĂǌĂƌĨƌŽŶƚĞƌĂƐĞŶƚƌĞůŽĄƌĂďĞǇůŽŚŝƐƉĂŶŽ ?ƉƵĞƐƐĂŶŐƌĞƐ
semejantes corren con frecuencia por venas de unos ǇĚĞŽƚƌŽƐ ? ? ? ? ) ?Still he stops short of 
endorsing mestizaje in the present (except in distant Latin America), tending to view mixture as 
already ossified in the raza hispana ?ŵƵĐŚůŝŬĞŚĞƐĞĞƐDŽƌŽĐĐŽĂƐƚŚĞůŝǀŝŶŐƉĂƐƚ P “ƵŶĂ
supervivencia de la media ƐƉĂŹĂŵĞĚŝĞǀĂů ? ? ? ? ) ? 
Besides popular male-authored fiction which underlined cultural commonalities with 
Morocco without countenancing mixed marriage, the romance novels by young Spanish women 
were clearly influenced by European literary Orientalism to exƉĂŶĚƚŚĞŶĞǁŽĨĨŝĐŝĂů “ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞŽĨ
brotherly love ? ?DĂƌƚşŶ-Márquez 206) into the realms of romantic entanglement. The most famous 
ƚĞǆƚŝƐ ?D ?,Ƶůů ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?ƉŽůĞŵŝĐĂůƐĞŶƐĂƚŝŽŶ ?The Sheik. Credited, alongside its 1921 Hollywood 
adaptation starring Rudolph Valentino, with launching "sheikh fever" across Europe and North 
America in the 1920s (Teo 1), the novel represented the feminization of the desert romance (a sub-
ŐĞŶƌĞŽĨƚŚĞŶŝŶĞƚĞĞŶƚŚĐĞŶƚƵƌǇƌŽŵĂŶĐĞŶŽǀĞů )ĂŶĚǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŽƚŚĞĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞŽĨ
Orientalism (85). The Sheik has enjoyed a long legacy: variations on its narrative paradigm, which has 
an intrepid Western heroine being abducted and eventually falling in love with an Arab hero, 
continue to proliferate among the category romances of Harlequin Mills & Boon.13 First translated 
into Spanish as Diana en el desierto in 1926 by Rafael Cansinos-Assens, The Sheik was more avidly 
read when re-issued in 1943 in a new translation by Palmira Viñolas Saurí, significantly titled El 
árabe.14 It was shorn of ƚŚĞŵŽƌĞƐĞǆƵĂůůǇƐƵŐŐĞƐƚŝǀĞƉĂƐƐĂŐĞƐ ?ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐƚŽƚŚĞĐĞŶƐŽƌ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?ƌĞƉŽƌƚ
 “ƉŽƌůĂĐƌƵĚĞǌĂĚĞƐƵĞǆƉŽƐŝĐŝſŶ ? W a euphemistic reference to the implied scenes of coercive sex.15 
For Hsu-Ming Teo, the most radical aspect of The Sheik was not that eroticized violence morphed 
into love, but that for nearly the duration of the novel the reader titillatingly participates in a 
transgression of the racial taboo by believing the affair to take place between a white woman and an 
Arab (79). By 1946, El árabe was already on its seventh edition. Of note is the altered title, which re-
centres the male protagonist and his ethnicity by favouring the term "árabe". The sequel, El hijo del 
árabe, also appeared in 1943, and the translation of other popular desert romances such as those by 
Robert Hitchens (El jardín de Alá) and Kathlyn Rhodes (La gloria de la luna) followed in 1947 (though 
these shunned interracial relations), indicating that the genre was then in vogue. Outside Spain, 
                                                          
13
 dŚĞƌŝƐĞƐŝŶĐĞ ? ? ? ?ŽĨ “ƐŚĞŝŬŚƌŽŵĂŶĐĞƐ ?ŚĂƐĂƚƚƌĂĐƚĞĚŶĞǁĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶƚŚĞŐĞŶƌĞ PĞ ?Ő ?ƐƚƵĚŝĞƐďǇdĞŽ
(2012), Jarmakani (2015) and Burge (2016). Its peculiar longevity is striking amid the persistent scarcity of 
interracial romances in cultural production. 
14
 It is conceivable that the commissioning of a new translation was linked to his marginalization during the 
Franco regime for his Republican sympathies. 
15
 Passages containing sexual material (allowed in the 1926 edition) were removed from pages 62, 64, 96, 114, 
148 (Expediente: 285-42). 
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however, interest had petered out by the 1930s, according to Teo because colonial unrest in the 
DŝĚĚůĞĂƐƚĂĨƚĞƌƚŚĞ&ŝƌƐƚtŽƌůĚtĂƌŚĂĚĐƵƌďĞĚƚŚĞĚĞƐĞƌƚ ?ƐƌŽŵĂŶƚŝĐĂƉƉĞĂů ? ? ? ) ?16 
The close link between the rise and fall in popularity of the genre and socio-political 
developments is illustrated in the Spanish Orientalist novela rosa, which is a cultural particularity of 
the Franco regime, attuned to its rhetoric of Hispano-Arab identity. Writers would have been 
positively steered in that direction given the concentrated press coverage. To cite but two 
prominent examples during international hostility, a Spanish cultural delegation toured Egypt, Iraq, 
Jordan, Lebanon and Syria in early 1947, and September saw the opening of the great mosque in 
Melilla by the Spanish High Commissioner, José Enrique Varela (Rein 201).17 The attraction to 
Orientalist fiction can, of course, also be attributed to its ready-made connotations of exoticism, 
sexuality and abundant sensuality  W exacerbated by Spanish stereotypes about the alleged 
permissiveness and lasciviousness of North African and Islam (Goytisolo 73; Mateo Dieste 131)  W in a 
climate when official ƉƌŽƉĂŐĂŶĚĂ “ŝŶƐŝƐƚşĂĞŶůŽƐƉĞůŝŐƌŽƐĚĞĞŶƚƌĞŐĂƌƐĞĂĐƵĂůƋƵŝĞƌĞǆĐĞƐŽŽ
ĚĞƌƌŽĐŚĞ ? ?DĂƌƚşŶ'ĂŝƚĞ ? ? ) ?Like their British forerunners, the Spanish sheikh romances are also 
distinctly classist and furnish their female protagonists with welcome opportunities for social 
mobility, via connection to a powerful Arab hero, amid post-War conditions of poverty and austerity. 
Yet the ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ “ƌĂĐĞ ?ĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞaccounted for merely by the fact that they were 
ƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚƐŽŵĞƚǁŽƚŽƚŚƌĞĞĚĞĐĂĚĞƐĂĨƚĞƌƚŚĞĚĞƐĞƌƚƌŽŵĂŶĐĞ ?ƐŝŶĐĞ “ƚŚĞƉƐĞƵĚŽ-ƐŚĞŝŬŚ ? ?ŝ ?Ğ ?ƚŚĞ
Arab suitor unmasked as a white European) remained the norm in British publishing until 1970s 
(Burge 31). The New Woman protagonist of The Sheik is preserved from the fate of losing her British 
citizenship when Ahmed Ben Hassan, the eponymous sheikh, turns out to be the son of an English 
ĂƌŝƐƚŽĐƌĂƚ “ŐŽŶĞŶĂƚŝǀĞ ? ?ǀĞƐƚŝŐĞŽĨĞǆŽƚŝĐŝƐŵƌĞŵĂŝŶƐďǇĞŶĚŽǁŝŶŐŚŝŵǁŝƚŚ Spanish heritage on 
the maternal side in a convenient and intuitive exchange of Arab for Spanish ethnicity that 
exemplifies the trend ĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŶŝŶĞƚĞĞŶƚŚĐĞŶƚƵƌǇƚŽ “KƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝǌĞ ?^ƉĂŝŶĨƌŽŵǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ ?ĂƐĂ
 “ĐŽŶǀĞŶŝĞŶƚůǇĐůŽƐĞ-to-home incarnation of the OrieŶƚĂůĞǆŽƚŝĐ ? ?EƵŶůĞǇ ? ? ? ) ?18 The cursory nature 
of the revelation of origins in The Sheik ŝƐƵŶĚĞƌƐĐŽƌĞĚŝŶŝĂŶĂ ?ƐĨŝŶĂůƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ ?ǁŚŝĐŚĚŝǀƵůŐĞŚĞƌ
intention to continue to regard Ahmed Ben Hassan as an Arab. The 1943 Spanish translation 
magnifies this desire by having Diana ĚĞĐůĂƌĞŝŶƚŚĞŶŽǀĞů ?ƐĐůŽƐŝŶŐǁŽƌĚƐ P “ OŚŵĞĚ ? ODŝĂĚŽƌĂĚŽ
ĄƌĂďĞ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞ ? ? ? ?ǀĞƌƐŝŽŶŚĂĚƌĞƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ,Ƶůů ?ƐŽƌŝŐŝŶĂů “ŚŵĞĚ ?DŽŶƐĞŝŐŶĞƵƌ ? ? ? ? ? ? ) ? 
The home-grown Orientalist romances deploy longstanding notions of racial hybridity via 
tropes of masquerade and mistaken identity, and they convert their Muslim heroes in order to 
incorporate them into an often surrogate national community. To be sure, religious conversion can 
be viewed as merely an alternative means of moderating difference. Still, the perfunctory nature of 
the conversion in most of the novels does not always  W or only  W seem to respond to an impulse to 
ƌĞƐƚŽƌĞ “ƐĂŵĞŶĞƐƐ ? ?ďƵƚŝƐŵŽƌĞďŽƵŶĚƵƉǁŝƚŚƌĞĐŽǀĞƌŝŶŐƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚŝŶĂŚŽƐƚŝůĞĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ?/ƚ
is instructive to read conversion in the context of the brutal 1940s when Spain was a country 
obsessed by internal difference, or rather, the dangerous potential of difference to produce internal 
dissent. Hence ideological conversion narratives were common in fiction about the Civil War in the 
1930s and 1940s (Thomas 38-40). Labanyi has argued in relation to the folkloric and missionary films 
                                                          
16
 In Britain, no such romances by Harlequin Mills & Boon were published in the 1940s and only five in the 
1930s; numbers would not increase again substantially until the 1960s (Burge 29). 
17
 The appearance of Spanish desert romances can also be related to supply problems during the 1940s when 
the Second World War, subsequent isolation and lack of money to pay royalties blocked access to foreign 
fiction rights, necessitating more domestic production to meet rising demand and creating new career 
opportunities for aspiring authors capable of producing large volumes quickly (Álvarez Macías 57). 
18
 >ĂƚŝŶŝƚǇŵŽƌĞďƌŽĂĚůǇŝƐƐƚƌĂƚĞŐǇĨŽƌƉƌŽĚƵĐŝŶŐƚŚĞĞǆŽƚŝĐ ?ĂƐŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƐĞŽĨ'ĞƌĂƌĚ ?Ɛ&ƌĞŶĐŚŚĞƌŽ ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?
Spanish translations of French romance novels set in Africa by the popular author Magali (published by 
Editorial Betis in the 1940s) operate the same method of unmasking the Arab protagonist as French/European. 
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ŽĨƚŚĞĞĂƌůǇ&ƌĂŶĐŽŝƐƚĐŝŶĞŵĂƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĚĞƉůŽǇĞĚ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůĂĚǀŽĐĂĐǇŽĨŵŝƐĐĞŐĞŶĂƚŝŽŶƚŽ
promote the imperialist dream and compelled identification with the other as a  W Spanish fascist and 
Catholic  W ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐǇĨŽƌĚŝƐĂǀŽǁŝŶŐƚŚƌĞĂƚĞŶŝŶŐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ ? “ZĂĐĞ ? ? ? ? ) ?&Žƌ
her, this yields mixed results since identification with colonial/exotic others also had the effect of 
undermining the position of colonial superiority, albeit from a Western Orientalized perspective 
(223). A similar effect is at work in the novelas rosa, but ƚŚĞŽďǀŝŽƵƐ “ǁŚŝƚĞŶĞƐƐ ?ŽĨƚŚĞŽŶ-screen 
characters (230) is necessarily absent from literary portrayals, thus possibly attenuating the 
impression that difference is ŵĞƌĞůǇ “ĐŽƐŵĞƚŝĐ ? ?&ƵƌƚŚĞƌŵŽƌĞ ?ŝŶƚŚĞĐŽŶƚĞǆƚŽĨEĂƚŝŽŶĂů-Catholicism 
ďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐŝĚĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůďĂůůĂƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞĐŽŶĨůĂƚŝŶŐŽĨ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŶĞƐƐǁŝƚŚĂƚŚŽůŝĐŝƐŵ ?
conversion in the novels ought to be read principally as a mandatory inclusion rather than averring 
sincere religiosity. Indeed, Amorós censures what he sees as the trivializing approach to religion in 
the novela rosa (34). Even though proselytization is not the driving force behind these stories of 
interracial romance, conversion of Muslims being as compulsory as the happy ending to the plot, 
conversion as a motif is revelatory on other fronts. 
 
Catholic love, or propagandizing Hispanidad 
dǁŽŽĨDĂƌşĂĚĞůĂƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŶŽǀĞůƐ ?El príncipe Harasi Kaddur (1947) and La prisionera de Baroda 
(1950) thematize conversion; religious conversion in the first is followed by a more political 
inflection in the second. I will begin with Harasi Kaddur, as this appears to be the earliest Spanish 
 “ƐŚĞŝŬŚƌŽŵĂŶĐĞ ? and possibly because of that, the only one to dwell on religion, handled 
superficially elsewhere. Durango may also have felt a religious engagement to be necessary because 
the Arab hero is not presented as having mixed ancestry. To prepare the ground for her 
ƵŶĐŽŶǀĞŶƚŝŽŶĂůĐŚŽŝĐĞƐ ?ƚŚĞ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ? “ƌĂĐĞůŝDĂůĚŽŶĂůĚ ? ?ŚĂƐĂŶƵŶĞǆƉůĂŝŶĞĚ^ĐŽƚƚŝƐŚ-
ƐŽƵŶĚŝŶŐƐƵƌŶĂŵĞ ?ĐŽŶŶŽƚŝŶŐ “ĨŽƌĞŝŐŶ ?ŝŶŚĞƌŝƚĂŶĐĞ ?ŶǇŝ ĚĞĐŽƌŽƵƐĐŽŶĚƵĐƚǁĂƐŵŽƌĞƉĂůĂƚĂďůĞŝĨ
there was an excuse for the female protagonist not receiving a Spanish education; orphanhood was 
a popular option (Byrne 204-5). Durango had already tested the ground with an earlier novel, Ojos 
verdes (1943), partly set in the protectorate. It contains a sub-plot involving the engagement of the 
heroine ?ƐĐŽƵƐŝŶƚŽĂ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚ-Moroccan officer Amed-Ebn-Thaber, who fought with the Regulares 
during the War  W a paradigmatic moro amigo whose seamless integration emblemizes convivencia. 
Amed also acts as go-between for the Spanish protagonists in Morocco when the heroine 
 “ŽďĞŝĚĂ ? ?Magaly initially masquerades as a mora. In Harasi Kaddur, interracial relations are tackled 
head-on by making the mixed couple the primary focus.19 
The novel combines an explicit endeavour to exalt the moral character of Catholic Spain with 
a more implicit preoccupation with reconciliation, which (inadvertently) exposes some of the 
ĨŽƌŵĞƌ ?ƐĐŽŶƚƌĂĚŝĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? Durango creates a fantasy space in an unspecified location in Morocco 
where Spain occupies equal standing with major European powers, represented by a party of 
tourists featuring characters from France and Britain, then ǀŝĞǁĞĚĂƐ^ƉĂŝŶ ?Ɛ “ŶĂƚƵƌĂůĞŶĞŵŝĞƐ ? 
ďĞĐĂƵƐĞŽĨƚŚĞŝƌĂŶŝŵŽƐŝƚǇƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ&ƌĂŶĐŽŝƐŵ ?'ŝůůĞƐƉŝĞ ?  ) ?^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐĂĐƚƵĂůŵĂƌŐŝŶĂůƐƚĂƚus is 
ĂƉƉĂƌĞŶƚŝŶƚŚĞĂƚƚĞŵƉƚƚŽĂŵĞůŝŽƌĂƚĞƚŚĞĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ ?ƐƌĞƉƵƚĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚƐŽŵĞǁŚĂƚƵŶĞǀĞŶƌĞƐƵůƚƐ ?dŚĞ
ŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?ƐũƵƐƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌƚƌĂǀĞůůŝŶŐĂůŽŶĞŝŶƚĞŶĚƐƚŽƉƌŽũĞĐƚĂƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐŝǀĞŝŵĂŐĞŽĨŚĞƌĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ P “Las 
ĐŽƐƚƵŵďƌĞƐĞŶƐƉĂŹĂŚĂŶĞǀŽůƵĐŝŽŶĂĚŽ ? Q ?ĞŶŵŝĐĂƐĂƐŽŵŽƐŵƵǇŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚŝĞŶƚĞƐ ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞĨƌŽŶƚ
                                                          
19 Of all the women writers discussed here, Durango is the most well-known and mentioned in studies on 
ǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐƉŽƉƵůĂƌĨŝĐƚŝŽŶ ?Ğ ?Ő ?'ŽĚƐůĂŶĚĞƚĂů ? ? ? ) ?/ƚis possible to speculate on her political leanings by virtue 
of her publishing with Ediciones Betis, established in 1937 and associated with right-wing writers, such as the 
celebrated ŽŶĐŚĂ>ŝŶĂƌĞƐ ?ŽƌĚĞƌŽƚ ? “>ĂŝďůŝŽƚĞĐĂZŽĐşŽ ? ) ?Ojos verdes provides sŽŵĞĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞŽĨƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?Ɛ
Nationalist, and perhaps Carlist, affiliation: in addition to the flattering portrait of the military and the 
Regulares ?ƚŚĞŚĂƉƉǇĞŶĚŝŶŐŚĂƐƚŚĞĐŽƵƉůĞƌĞũĞĐƚŝŶŐ “ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůŝƐŵo ?ĂŶĚƌĞƚƌĞĂƚŝŶŐƚŽĂďƵĐŽůŝĐŝĚĞĂůŝŶƚŚĞ
traditional heartland of Navarre. 
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ĐŽǀĞƌĚŝƐƉůĂǇƐĂŶĂůůƵƌŝŶŐůǇ “ŵŽĚĞƌŶ ?ŝŵĂŐĞŽĨ,ŝƐƉĂŶŝĐ ǌĞĚEĞǁtŽŵĂŶŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?ƐŚŽƌƚŚĂŝƌ
substituted by a moño) in trousers sat astride a camel, smoking. Araceli claims she must indulge her 
dauntless spirit, fŽƌďĞŝŶŐĐŽŶĨŝŶĞĚƚŽŚŽŵĞ “ŵĞǀƵĞůǀŽŶĞƵƌĂƐƚĠŶŝĐĂ ? ? ? ) W an admission that hardly 
corresponds to the vision of Catholic womanhood advocated by the regime. In this way, she 
resembles other heroines from the genre who embrace modernity by being geographically mobile 
and seeking excitement (Labanyi "Romancing" 5-6). Submitted to the censor in July 1947, the novel 
ǁĂƐǁƌŝƚƚĞŶĂƐ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůŽƐƚƌĂĐŝƐŵǁĂƐŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐůǇĞǀŝĚĞŶƚ ?ĂŶĚƚhe growing closeness 
between Araceli and Salah (the titular prince), who rescues the Europeans from a raid by an enemy 
ƚƌŝďĞ ?ĂŶƚŝĐŝƉĂƚĞƐƚŚĞĚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌƐŚŝƉ ?ƐƌĂďƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶŽĨĂ “ƉŽůşƚŝĐĂƉƵĞŶƚĞ ?vis-à-vis the UN. Even the 
ƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚƐ ?ƌĂĐŝĂůĂĨĨŝŶŝƚǇŝƐƐƚƌĞƐƐĞĚ PƵƉŽŶŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƌĂĐĞůŝ ?^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐďƌŽƚŚĞƌĚĞĐůĂƌĞƐ “ƉĂƌĞĐĞƐĚĞ
nuesƚƌĂƌĂǌĂ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
ZĂĐŝĂůĚŝǀŝƐŝŽŶƐ ?ƚŚŽƵŐŚ ?ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚƚŚĞĐŚŝĞĨŶĂƌƌĂƚŝǀĞŽďƐƚĂĐůĞ ?^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐůĂŵĞŶƚƚŚĂƚŚĞ
cannot aspire to love a European woman because of racial inequality generates an opportunity to 
ŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂůůĞĂĚĞƌƐŚŝƉĂŶĚ ?obliquely, its merits as a colonizing power. The 
ĚŝƌĞĐƚĐŽŵƉĂƌŝƐŽŶŝƐǁŝƚŚ&ƌĂŶĐĞ ?ǀŝĂDĂƌůĞŶĞ ?ƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?Ɛ&ƌĞŶĐŚƌŝǀĂůĨŽƌ^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐĂĨĨĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ ?
Marlene ?ƐĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ captures the contradicƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐĐŽůŽŶŝĂůĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞŝn that she 
is disparaged by the third-person omniscient, heterodiegetic narrator (the stock choice of narrative 
perspective in these novels) ĨŽƌŚĞƌƉƌŽŵŝƐĐƵŝƚǇǁŝƚŚŵĞŶ “ĚĞƚŽĚĂƐůĂƐƌĂǌĂƐ ? ? ? ? ) and for racist 
remarks directed against both  “ĐŚŝŶŽƐǇŶĞŐƌŽƐ ? ? ? ? )ĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĂď^ĂůĂŚǁŚŽŵƐŚĞůĂďĞůƐĂ “ƐĂůǀĂũĞ ?
 ? ? ? ) ?ƵƌŝŽƵƐůǇ ?ƌĂĐĞůŝ ?ƐŝŵƉĂƐƐŝŽŶĞĚ defence of the latter and ƌĞƚŽƌƚƚŚĂƚ “DƵĐŚŽƐĚĞŶƵĞƐƚƌŽƐ
ŚŽŵďƌĞƐ ? Q ?ƋƵĞƌƌşĂŶĞƐƚĂƌƚĂŶĐŝǀŝůŝǌĂĚŽƐ ? ? ? ) ?ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇ ĂƐƚƐĚŽƵďƚŽŶƚŚĞ “ĐŝǀŝůŝǌĞĚ ?ŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨ
Spanish men. In a rejection of Spanish masculinity shared by the other Orientalist romances, she 
ĚŝƐŵŝƐƐĞƐƚŚĞƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŵĂůĞůŽǀĞŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚďĞĐĂƵƐĞŚĞƐĞĞŵƐ “ĂƌƚŝĨŝĐŝŽƐŽ ?ĨĂůƐŽ ? ? ? ? ) ?ƐƚŚĞ
contrastingly chaste Spanish heroine, Araceli is authorized to proclaim that  “>ĂƌĂǌĂĞƐůŽĚĞŵĞŶŽƐ ?
ĞŶĐƵĂŶƚŽĂůĂƌĞůŝŐŝſŶ ?ŶŽƐĞƌşĂƵƐƚĞĚĞůƉƌŝŵĞƌŽƋƵĞƐĞŚĂĐĞĐƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŽ ? ? ? ? ) ?ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚŝŶƌĞĂůŝƚǇ
Christianization was not a feature of the Spanish colonial project in Morocco, nor was there any 
attempt "to bring Moroccans within the fold of the Spanish nation" (Jensen 501). 
Nonetheless, in Harasi Kaddur, the spiritual weight in the conception of raza histórica or 
raza cultural ?ŝƐĞĂŐĞƌůǇĂĚŽƉƚĞĚ ?ĂůŽŶŐǁŝƚŚDĂĞǌƚƵ ?ƐŝĚĞĂƚŚĂƚĐĂƉĂĐŝƚǇĨŽƌĐ ŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶŝƐƚŚĞďĂƐŝƐŽĨ
equality among all human beings. Conduct as central to an understanding of raza is highlighted 
ǁŚĞŶ^ĂůĂŚ “^ŝŶůĂƐƌŽƉĂƐŵŽƌĂƐ ?ŝƐǀŝĞǁĞĚďǇƚŚĞŽŶůǇƉƌŽŵŝŶĞŶƚ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚŵĂůĞĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝŶƚŚĞ
ŶŽǀĞů ?ĂƌůŽƐƌĚĞŶ ?ĂƐ “ĞŶƚĞƌĂŵĞŶƚĞƵŶŚŽŵďƌĞĞƵƌŽƉĞŽ ? ?  ? )ĂŶĚŝƐůĂƚĞƌƐĂŝĚ ? ŶƚŚĞĐŚĂƉƚĞƌ “ŽƐ
ŚŽŵďƌĞƐĞŶƵŶŽ ? ?ƚŽƐƵŝƚƵƌŽƉĞĂŶĂƚƚŝƌĞŝŵƉĞĐĐĂďůǇ. The attitude towards Salah is aided by his 
perceived phenotypical similarity  W complemented by ƌĂĐĞůŝ ?Ɛ dark hair and skin as markers of her 
ŝŶĚŝƐƉƵƚĂďůĞ “ŽƌŝŐĞŶůĂƚŝŶŽ ? ? ? ) W but just as importantly by his later readiness to convert. 
&ŽƌĞŐƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐƌĞůŝŐŝŽŶĂƐĂƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĞƌŽĨƉĞƌŵĞĂďůĞĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƉĞƌŵŝƚƐƚŚĞƌŽŵĂŶĐĞ ?ƐŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŽ
the framework of Catholic love that the regime found it expedient to promote via the novela rosa 
(Faura, Godsland and Moody 47). At several points during the convoluted plot, involving alternate 
periods of abduction and captivity of both protagonists, they express a willingness to die for the sake 
of the other that is consistent with ŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŝƚǇ ?ƐĞǆĂůtation of sacrificial love and with National 
Catholicism. Ironically, ƌĂĐĞůŝ ?ƐůĂĐŬŽĨƌĂĐŝĂůƉƌĞũƵĚŝĐĞ where intimacy is concerned has to be 
condoned by the English woman who befriends her. The latter initially voices the standard 
Orientalist warnings abŽƵƚƚŚĞĚĂŶŐĞƌŽƵƐůǇƉĂƐƐŝŽŶĂƚĞƚĞŵƉĞƌĂŵĞŶƚŽĨ “ĞƐƚŽƐŚŽŵďƌĞƐĚĞů
ĚĞƐŝĞƌƚŽ ? ? ? ? )ĂŶĚŝŶƐŝƐƚƐƚŚĂƚ^ĂůĂŚŝƐŽĨĨůŝŵŝƚƐĨŽƌďĞůŽŶŐŝŶŐƚŽĂ “ƌĂǌĂŝŶĨĞƌŝŽƌ ?ĂŶĚĂĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ
religion (42). SŚĞůĂƚĞƌƵƌŐĞƐƌĂĐĞůŝƚŽƐĞŝǌĞƚŚĞĚĂǇƌĞŐĂƌĚůĞƐƐ P “ŐŽĐĞƉůĞŶĂŵĞŶƚĞĚĞese amor que 
ŝŽƐŚĂƉƵĞƐƚŽĞŶƐƵĐĂŵŝŶŽ ? ? ? ? ?ƐŝŶƉĞŶƐĂƌĞŶŵĂŹĂŶĂ ? ? ? ? ) ?It would have been difficult for a 
Spanish character to voice ƐƵĐŚĂŵŽƌĂůůǇƐƵƐƉĞĐƚƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ ?ĞǀĞŶŝŶǀŽŬŝŶŐ'ŽĚ ?Ɛǁŝůů ?dŚĞĞŶƐƵŝŶŐ
ǀŽůƵƉƚƵŽƵƐĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞĐŽƵƉůĞ ?ƐŶŝŐŚƚƐƚogether go so far as to hint that the relationship is 
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ĐŽŶƐƵŵŵĂƚĞĚ P “ŶĂƋƵĞůůĂƐŶŽĐŚĞƐĐŽŶŽĐŝſĞůĂŵŽƌĞŶƚŽĚĂƐƵĂŵƉůŝƚƵĚ ? ? ? ? ?ĐĂƌĞĐşĂĚĞĂƋƵĞůǀĂĐşŽ
ĚĞĂŶƚĞƐ ? ? ? ? ? ) ? 
dŚĞĂƉƉƌŽďĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŽǁŶƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐŵĂƐƋƵĞƌĂĚŝŶŐŽĨƵƌŽƉĞĂŶŶĞƐƐĐŽŶǀĞǇƐĂŶ
identification with the Oriental which is played out in an allegorical recollection of conflict on the 
peninsula  W ĂĚĞǀŝĐĞĂůƐŽĨŽƵŶĚŝŶƚŚĞĨŝůŵƐŽĨƚŚĞƉĞƌŝŽĚǁŚĞƌĞďǇ “DŽƌŽĐĐŽĂŶĚƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚ
DŽƌŽĐĐĂŶƐĐŽŵĞƚŽƐǇŵďŽůŝǌĞ^ƉĂŝŶĂŶĚZĞďĞůǀĂůƵĞƐ ? ?DĂƌƚşnez-Márquez 248).20 Here, the 
ƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚƐ ?ůŽǀĞŝƐƚŚƌĞĂƚĞŶĞĚďǇŝŶƚĞƌƚƌŝďĂůƐƚƌŝĨĞƌĞŵŝŶŝƐĐĞŶƚŽĨ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐƌĞĐĞŶƚǁĂƌ ?^ĂůĂŚ ?Ɛ
promise of revenge against an enemy tribe opens the novel; that dispute is displaced by an 
internecine feud between Salah and his brother, Hadjui, and then between Salah and his father the 
ĂşĚǁŚŽŝƐǀŝƌƵůĞŶƚůǇŽƉƉŽƐĞĚƚŽŚŝƐƐŽŶ ?ƐƵŶŝŽŶǁŝƚŚĂŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶǁŽŵĂŶ ?dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞĞĐŚŽĞƐŽĨRaza 
here and of the fiction figuring fraternal enmity, described by José ÁůǀĂƌĞǌ:ƵŶĐŽĂƐ “ĐĂŝŶŝƐŵŽƌĂĐŝĂů ? ?
which proliferated in the post-Civil War years. The reprobate Hadjui, whose collusion with the 
ĞŶĞŵǇŝƐŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞďǇƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůƌĞŶĞǁĂůŽĨƉƌŽƉĞƌƚƌŝďĂůĂůůĞŐŝĂŶĐĞƐŝŶƚŚĞĐŚĂƉƚĞƌ “ĞůĂŵŝƐŵĂ
ƌĂǌĂ ? ?ŝƐĂscribed ƚŽƚŚĞƉŽǁĞƌŽĨďůŽŽĚƚŝĞƐ P “ůĂŶŽďůĞƌĂǌĂĚĞůŽƐ,ĂƌĂƐŝ<ĂĚĚƵƌůĞǀĞŶĐŝſ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐ
ƉůŽƚůŝŶĞŝƐƐŝŵŝůĂƌƚŽƚŚĞƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶƵŶĚĞƌŐŽŶĞďǇ:ŽƐĠ ?ƐZĞƉƵďůŝĐĂŶďƌŽƚŚĞƌWĞĚƌŽŝŶRaza 
when he is inspired by the sacrifice of a female Falangist at the end of the Civil War. His 
reincorporation to the Churrucas and the wider EĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚ “ĨĂŵŝůǇ ?ŝƐĞǆƉůŝĐĂƚĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƌĞĐŽƵƌƐĞ 
to raza cultural P “EŽƉƵĞĚĞĚĞƐŵĞŶƚŝƌůĂƐĂŶŐƌĞƋƵĞůůĞǀĂ ? ? ? ? ? ) ? 
But in contrast with the dehumanization of the enemy in Raza, the diegetic events of 
ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŶŽǀĞůƵŶĚĞƌĐƵƚƚŚĞreiterated Oriental ƉƌĞŵŝƐĞƚŚĂƚ “ŶŽŚĂǇŽƚƌĂůĞǇƋƵĞĞůŵĄƐĨƵĞƌƚĞ ?
(63) in order to favour reconciliation. The noteworthy aspect of this is the defiance of patriarchal 
authority it entails. The tribal enemy recedes ŝŶƚŽƚŚĞďĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚĂŶĚ^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐĨĂƚŚĞƌŽďůŝŐŝŶŐůǇĚŝĞƐ
ĂĨƚĞƌǁƌŝƚŝŶŐĂƌĞƉĞŶƚĂŶƚůĞƚƚĞƌŐŝǀŝŶŐƚŚĞĐŽƵƉůĞŚŝƐďůĞƐƐŝŶŐ ?ƌĂĐĞůŝ ?ƐĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌƉĂƚĞƌŶĂů
ŝŵƉĞĚŝŵĞŶƚ ?ŝƐƋƵŝĐŬůǇĚŝƐĂďƵƐĞĚŽĨŚŝƐƌĂĐŝƐŵƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ “ŵŽƌŽƐ ?ǁŚĞŶƐŚĞĐŽŶǀŝŶĐĞƐŚŝŵŽĨ^ĂůĂŚ ?Ɛ
heroic role and suitability as a husband. An understanding of raza as cultural and moral thus appears 
to prevail to promote inclusiveness. Or ĚŽĞƐŝƚ ?dŚĞŶŽǀĞů ?ƐĞŶĚŝŶŐƚŽĂĚĞŐƌĞĞƌĞŝŶƐƚĂƚĞƐ
ƐĞŐƌĞŐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŶŽƚǁŝƚŚƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐŶĞǁůǇ-acquired Catholic credentials. Araceli departs Morocco 
with her father, leaving Salah behind to process his immigration papers. Despite reassurance that 
ƚŚĞŝƌůŽǀĞŝƐ “ŶŽǀĞůĞƐĐŽ ? (179), the prospect of a shared life in Spain seems foreclosed: as the delay is 
prolonged, the closing image is of Salah on a white horse stranded in a vast desert. Whereas the 
mestizo Amed in Ojos verdes ŝƐĂďůĞƚŽĂƐƐĞƌƚƚŚĂƚŚĞŝƐĂDŽŽƌŽŶůǇďĞĐĂƵƐĞŽĨ “las ropas que llevo y 
ĞůŶŽŵďƌĞƋƵĞŵĞĚĂŶĂƋƵş ? ? ? ? )ĂŶĚ consequently win his Spanish bride, Salah is problematically 
not a product of extra-diegetic miscegenation and his union with Araceli would breach the racial 
frontier so energetically disavowed in the novel. Penalised for this transgression, Salah is also 
divested of political power. Having renounced his faith fŽƌůŽǀĞ ?^ĂůĂŚ ?ƐďƌŽƚŚĞƌ,ĂĚũƵŝ ?ǁŚŽŚĂƐ
respected proper boundaries, will become the new ruler, securing Moroccan territory in Muslim 
hands and tacitly affirming the Spanish claim to greater respect for its colonized subjects, or indeed 
ŝƚƐƉƌĞƚĞŶƐŝŽŶƚŽ “ƵŶŝŶŶĂƚŽĂŶƚŝ-ĐŽůŽŶŝƐŵŽ ? ?'ŝůĞŶƵŵĞǇĂ ? ? ? ) ?dŚƵƐĞǀĞŶǁŚŝůĞƐŝŐŶĂůůŝŶŐƚŚĞ
ŽďƐƚĂĐůĞƐƚŽŵŝǆĞĚĐŽƵƉůĞƐ ?ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŶŽǀĞůƉƌĞƐĞŶƚƐĂǀĂƌŝĂƚŝŽŶŽŶDĂĞǌƚƵ ?ƐĐŽŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚ
Spaniards have historically rejected racial hierarchies (92), mixed with the populations they 
colonized and forged affective bonds with them (133-134, 305).  
ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐƐƚŝůůƌĂƚŚĞƌĚĂƌŝŶŐƉƌŽƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŽĨŝŶƚĞƌƌĂĐŝĂůůŽǀĞŝƐƉƵƌƐƵĞĚŝŶLa prisionera de 
Baroda (1950) where race and international relations merge to tackle anĂůŽŐŽƵƐůǇ^ƉĂŝŶ ?Ɛ
ostracization. The novel was written during a particularly high point in Hispano-Arab unity, 
symbolized by the visit, in September 1949, of the Jordanian King Abdullah, the first foreign leader to 
be hosted by Spain since the UN condemnatŝŽŶ ?ůŐŽƌĂtĞďĞƌ ? ? ) ?dŚĞǀŝƐŝƚ ?ƐƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶĐĞǁĂƐĂůƐŽ
                                                          
20
 See her discussion of the 1939 film La canción de Aixa (235-249). 
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that it occurred in the months following the failure to overturn UN Resolution 39/1 as a result of 
/ƐƌĂĞů ?ƐŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞǀŽƚĞ ?dŚŝƐƚƵƌŶŽĨĞǀĞŶƚƐŵĞĂŶƚƚŚĂƚ^ƉĂŝŶĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĂď>ĞĂŐƵĞŶŽǁƐŚĂƌĞĚĂ
common enemy and relations were further enhanced by the Francoist refusal to recognise the new 
state (75). Equally beneficial was the primacy of the Palestinian question, which overshadowed the 
demands of Moroccan nationalists, one of the major stumbling blocks for Hispano-Arab cooperation 
(59). Since the passing of the resolution in December 1946, the regime had stepped up its efforts to 
forge strong links with Arab states because previous experience had demonstrated the vagaries of 
their support.21 
In Baroda, Egypt is the backdrop against which salient aspects of the relationship between 
Spain and Western powers are dramatized. Egypt was the dominant country in the Arab League and 
ŚĞŶĐĞ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƌĂďĂůůǇĂƚƚŚĞƚŝŵĞ ?ůŽŶŐǁŝƚŚ>ĞďĂŶŽŶ ?ŐǇƉƚǁĂƐĂůƐŽŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞ
sites of most intense cultural and educational activity with Spain (González González 186, 192). In 
November 1950, the &ĂƌŽƵŬ//ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞŽĨ/ƐůĂŵŝĐ^ƚƵĚŝĞƐǁĂƐĨŽƵŶĚĞĚŝŶDĂĚƌŝĚďǇŐǇƉƚ ?Ɛ
ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶDŝŶŝƐƚĞƌ ?ZĞŝŶ ? ? ? ) ?ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?Ɛ use of Egypt as a kind of proxy for Spain mirrors the public 
celebration of the friendship that would reach its apogée in 1951 in the reciprocal awarding of 
medals: the Order of Isabella the Catholic was presented to the Egyptian King Farouk and the Order 
of Fuad I to Franco (201). In the novel,  “ĂƌŽĚĂ ? (the eponymous hero) ŝƐĂŶŝĐŬŶĂŵĞŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ “ŐƵŶ ?
Žƌ “ƌŝĨůĞ ?ŝŶƌĂďŝĐ PƚŚĞŽǀĞƌƚŽŶĞƐŽĨŵĂƐĐƵůŝŶĞƉŽǁĞƌĂŶĚƐĞǆƵĂůŝƚǇĂƌĞŽďǀŝŽƵƐĞŶŽƵŐŚ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞƌĞ
may be a more literal significance in that Spain had been supplying arms to Arab countries from the 
ůĂƚĞ ? ? ? ?ƐĂŶĚ “ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŐǇƉƚ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞŽĨƌĂďŶĂŵĞƐŝƐĞǀŝĚĞŶƚŝŶHarasi 
Kaddur, so her atypical choice here can plausibly be linked to her Christianization of Egypt.22 Baroda 
and some of the other male Egyptian characters are helpfully already converƚƐ ?KŶĞĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ ?Ɛ
ŶĂŵĞ ? “WĞĐŬdŝďĞƌ ? ?ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇĐŽŶǀĞǇƐƚŚĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŽĨĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶĨŝŐƵƌĂƚŝǀĞůǇĂƐ “ĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƚŚĞdŝďĞƌ ? ? 
ŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶŽĨĂŶŽƚŚĞƌŬŝŶĚƚƌĂŶƐƉŝƌĞƐŝŶƚŚĞƐĞŶƐĞŽĨƚŚĞtĞƐƚ ?ƐƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů “ĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ ? ?EŽƚ
only does this serve as defence of Spain in its isolated and demoted condition, it is consistent with 
ƚŚĞ&ƌĂŶĐŽƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐƉƌŽŵŽƚŝŽŶŽĨHispanidad, already institutionalized by the time Durango was 
writing her Orientalist novels, via the establishment of the Consejo de la Hispanidad during the War 
and the Instituto de Cultura Hispánica in 1946 (Barreiro López 719). Although Hispanidad above all 
referenced the relations between Spain and Latin America, it was an eminently sketchy and 
opportunistic concept that could accommodate connections with the Arab world. Indeed, Gil 
Benumeya argued forcefully that the Hispano-Arab relationship was central to Hispanidad. In a 
ǀŝƐŝŽŶƚŚĂƚĂƐƉŝƌĞƐƚŽƌĞƐƚŽƌĞ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐĨŽƌŵĞƌŝŵƉĞƌŝĂůŐůŽƌǇ ?ŚĞƌĞǁŽƌŬƐthe negative aphorism about 
Africa starting in the Pyrenees  W appropriated by Africanistas in the late nineteenth century to make 
a determinist argument for ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐĚĞƐƚŝŶǇĂƐĐŽůŽŶŝǌĞƌƐŝŶDŽƌŽĐĐŽ Wand extends it to encompass 
Latin ŵĞƌŝĐĂ P “ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚŽĂůĂƐƚƌĂĚŝĐŝŽŶĞƐǇƌĞƐƚŽƐƉĞƌƚĞŶĞĐŝĞŶƚĞƐĂĂƌĄďŝŐŽƐǇĂŵĞƌŝĐĂŶŽƐƐŽďre 
ƐƵĞůŽŚŝƐƉĂŶŽƉĞŶŝŶƐƵůĂƌ ? Q ?ĞĨĞĐƚŝǀĂŵĞŶƚĞ ?África empieza en los Pirineos; pero América comienza 
ƚĂŵďŝĠŶ ? ? ? ? ) ?&ƵƌƚŚĞƌŵŽƌĞ ?ŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞƐĂ,ŝƐƉĂŶŝĐŐĞŶĞĂůŽŐǇŝŶǁŚŝĐŚ “ƐŝůŽƐĂŵĞƌŝĐĂŶŽƐƐŽŶŚŝũŽƐ
de los españoles, también son nietos de los antiguos árabes (81). 
'ŝůĞŶƵŵĞǇĂ ?ƐŝĚĞĂŽĨĂƉůƵƌĂůHispanidad, expressed in the triƵŵǀŝƌĂƚĞ “,ŝƐƉĂŶŝĚĂĚ
peninƐƵůĂƌ ? ?,ŝƐƉĂŶŝĚĂĚŵĞĚŝƚĞƌƌĄŶĞĂ ?/ “,ŝƐƉĂŶŝĚĂĚƵůƚƌĂŽĐĞĄŶŝĐĂ ? ? ? ? )ŝƐŵŝƌƌŽƌĞĚŝŶBaroda 
through the incorporation of Egypt and the novel is in tune with the more inclusive concept of 
Hispanidad not reliant on a common tongue ƚŚĂƚĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚŝŶƚŚĞĐŽŶƚĞǆƚŽĨ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů
                                                          
21
 In the 1946 and 1947 votes on Resolution 39/1, they had simply abstained en masse, wary of damaging their 
own ongoing negotiations with Western powers (Algora Weber 69) and would not wholeheartedly back 
^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐĐĂŵƉĂŝŐŶĨŽƌĂŶĞŶĚƚŽƚŚĞhEďĂŶƵŶƚŝůDĂǇ ? ? ? ? ? ? ?-5). 
22
 This was probably not based on fantasy but on religious connections emphasized by the regime. Gil 
Benumeya stresses that millions of Arabs are Christians and (152) and is keen to point out that there are at 
least two million Catholic Arabs in Egypt (155). 
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ŵĂƌŐŝŶĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶƚŽ “ƐĞƌǀĞĂƐĂ W Catholic  W model for the anti-communist fight against the Eastern 
ůŽĐ ? ?>ŽĐŬĞƌ ? ? ? ) ?The central diůĞŵŵĂŝƐĂƌŽĚĂ ?ƐďĂƚƚůĞǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƵƌŽƉĞĂŶƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŵĞƌŝĐĂŶƐ
(the major powers in the UN) to force their assistance in averting the humanitarian catastrophe 
ƚŚƌĞĂƚĞŶŝŶŐŐǇƉƚ PĂŶŝŵŵŝŶĞŶƚĚƌŽƵŐŚƚ ?sĂƌŝŽƵƐŶĂƌƌĂƚŝǀĞĐůƵĞƐƌĞĐŽůůĞĐƚ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐŽǁŶƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ ?
WĞƐƚĞƌŶŝŶĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƚŽŐǇƉƚ ?ƐƉůŝŐŚƚŵŝŵŝĐƐƚŚĞĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ ?ƐĞǆĐůƵƐŝŽŶĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ ? ? ? ?DĂƌƐŚĂůůWůĂŶ ?
More specifically, in the latter half of the 1940s, Spain suffered a severe drought (Rein 195). Baroda 
himself is conspicuously Hispanicized: a convert to Catholicism following a spiritual experience in 
^ƉĂŝŶ ?ŚĞǁĂƐďĂƉƚŝǌĞĚ “:ĞƐƷƐ ? ?ďƵƚĂƐǁŝƚŚĂůůƚŚĞƌĂďŚĞƌŽĞƐ ?ŚĞŝƐŶĞǀĞƌŬŶŽǁŶďǇŚŝƐŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶ
name so as to heighten his exotic otherness), he drives a Hispano-Suiza (like Amed in Ojos verdes) 
and must negotiate political survival with Western powers, personified by Russian governor, 
 “&ĞĚĞƌŝĐŽ ?EĂǁŝŶƐŬŝ ?dŚŽƵŐŚĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂƐĂ “ƌƵƐŽďůĂŶĐŽ ? ? ? ) ?ƚŚĞƐĞůĞĐƚŝŽŶŽĨZƵƐƐŝĂŶƐĂƐ
protagonists (Durango pairs Baroda with his haughty, spirited daughter Lidya) once again figures the 
warring between Nationalists and Republicans. In addition, Christianized Egypt ?ƐĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐĞ as a 
ďƵůǁĂƌŬĂŐĂŝŶĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƐƚĂƐƚĞƌŶƵƌŽƉĞŝƐƌĞŵŝŶŝƐĐĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐƐĞůĨ-appointed international 
vocation: by this point, it was exploiting the global power realignment occasioned by the Cold War 
to flaunt its anti-communist credentials, as means of rationalizing and downplaying its fascist 
leanings and Axis support during the Second World War. 
In Baroda ?ƚŚĞĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌƚƌŽƉĞŽĨƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?ƐĂďĚƵction in the Orientalist romance is 
underpinned by a political motive which seeks to counter ƚŚĞŝĚĞĂŽĨ^ƉĂŝŶ ?Ɛ “ďĂƌďĂƌŝƐŵ ?ŝŶ
ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶĞǇĞƐ ?dŚĞZƵƐƐŝĂŶ>ŝĚǇĂďĞĐŽŵĞƐĂƌŽĚĂ ?ƐŚŽƐƚĂŐĞƵŶƚŝůŚĞƌĨĂƚŚĞƌĐĂƉŝƚƵůĂƚĞƐďǇ
providing aid to Egypt. Lidya herself ĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůůǇĐŽŶǀĞƌƚƐƚŽƚŚĞŚĞƌŽ ?ƐƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĐĂƵƐĞ ?ĂŶĚĨĂůůƐŝŶ
ůŽǀĞ ) ?ƚŚŽƵŐŚŶŽƚďĞĨŽƌĞŵĂŬŝŶŐƌĞƉĞĂƚĞĚƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐĂďŽƵƚŚŝƐ ?ĂŶĚŚŝƐĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ ?Ɛ ?ƵŶĐŝǀŝůŝǌĞĚ ?
ƐĂǀĂŐĞŶĂƚƵƌĞ ?Ğ ?Ő ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? )ĂŶĚŝŶƐŝƐƚŝŶŐŽŶŐǇƉ  ?ƐŝƌƌĞĚĞĞŵĂďůĞƌĂĐŝĂů “ŽƚŚĞƌŶĞƐƐ ?ǁŚĞŶ 
ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚǁŝƚŚ “ŽĐĐŝĚĞŶƚĂůĞƐ ? ? ? ? ) ?Such comments bring to mind the negative characterization of 
Spain from the perspective of hostile Western powers and even more than in Harasi Kaddur, the 
meaning of race here appears chiefly cultural-ideological. To briŶŐĂďŽƵƚ>ŝĚǇĂ ?Ɛ “ĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ ? ?Ăƚ
one point, Baroda accuses her of being a poor excuse for a Catholic [23]), the hero resorts to 
behaviour which ƚĞŶĚƐƚŽǀĂůŝĚĂƚĞ>ŝĚǇĂ ?ƐĐŚĂƌŐĞs of savagery and also unchristian behaviour  W the 
former is the typical reproach aimed at the sheikh hero. Her accusations stem from ƚŚĞŶŽǀĞů ?Ɛ
erotic paradigm (loosely, The Sheik), which this time caused Durango trouble with the censor.23 But 
they also entail a rather ambiguous vindication of traditional values understood to conceal a 
ďĂƌďĂƌŝĐƵŶĚĞƌƐŝĚĞ ?>ŝĚǇĂ ?ƐĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƐŵƵƐŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ “hŶďĞƐŽŶŽĞƐƐƵĨŝĐŝĞŶƚĞƉĂƌĂƌŽŵƉĞƌůĂƐƌĞůĂĐŝŽŶĞƐ 
ĞŶƚƌĞKƌŝĞŶƚĞǇKĐĐŝĚĞŶƚĞ ? ? ? ? )ĨŽƌĞƐŚĂĚŽǁƐƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůĐŽƵƉůŝŶŐŽĨ>ŝĚǇĂĂŶĚĂƌŽĚĂĂƐĂŶ
attempt to reconcile the wider political struggle that they emblematize, and perhaps obliquely, the 
ƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐŽǁŶŝŶƚĞƌŶĂůŝĚĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚƐ ?/ŶƚŚŝƐǁĂǇ ?Baroda is suggestive of the novela rosa ?Ɛ
ability to process, and possibly alleviate, anxieties beyond the romance narrative yet embedded in 
its formulaic structure.  
As is the case with Harasi Kaddur, celebrating Hispano-Arab alliance stops short of a mixed 
marriage, but here unintentionally offers the potentially more scandalous denouement of an 
elopement. After a series of misunderstandings, Baroda is on the verge of marrying his Egyptian 
fiancée when a disguised Lidya usurps her place at the altar and the pair flee the ceremony together. 
The unease about consummating interracial unions in ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŶŽǀĞůƐŝƐƉĂƌƚŝĂůůǇĂƐƐƵĂŐĞĚŝŶ
others by uncovering ƚŚĞŚĞƌŽ ?ŽƌŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?Ɛ ?ŵŝǆĞĚŽƌŝŐŝŶƐ ?KŶĞĞǆĂŵƉůĞŝƐŶĂDĂƌĐĞůĂ'ĂƌĐşĂ ?Ɛ
aforementioned El oasis del odio (1951), largely set in Morocco, in which the hero Omar abd-el-
Hakan and his siblings Alí and Fadal turn out to be masquerading as Muslims. These dual identities 
                                                          
23
 ĂƌŽĚĂ ?Ɛ erotic coercive methods elicited strong moral objections. Publication was suspended until offensive 
material was deleted/edited on pages 208, 209, 210, 226 and 227 (Expediente: 4016-50). 
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ĂƌĞĞǀŽĐĂƚŝǀĞŽĨ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐDŽƌŝƐĐŽŚŝƐƚŽƌǇĂŶĚĐŽŶĐĞĚĞĂƐĞŶƚŝŵĞŶƚĂůŐůŝŵƉƐĞŽĨĂŵŽƌĞŝŶĐůƵƐŝǀĞƉĂƐƚ ?
Omar, Alí and Fadal are the product of a disallowed (and extra-diegetic) mixed union, with both 
parties now conveniently dead. Their mother, a Spanish Catholic from Córdoba, married a Moroccan 
Muslim colonel whose deathbed conversion does not erase the fact that the couple lived together 
ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚŝŶŐŽŶĞĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ?ƐĨĂŝƚŚin genuine convivencia  ?ƐĞĞƚŚŝƐĂƌƚŝĐůĞ ?ƐŽƉĞŶŝŶŐƋƵŽƚĞ ) ?dŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?
StellĂ ?ŵƵƐƚŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞŚĞƌŝŶŝƚŝĂůƌĂĐŝƐŵƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ “ŵŽƌŽƐ ?ŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽĨŝŶĚůŽǀĞ ?García supplies a 
conservative outcome to El oasis by installing Stella within the patriarchal regime back in Spain. On 
the other hand, she also employs an acceptable symbolic affirmation of convivencia to integrate the 
ŚǇďƌŝĚŚĞƌŽ PKŵĂƌŝƐƵŶŵĂƐŬĞĚĂƐĂǀŝĚWŽŵďŽ ?^ƚĞůůĂ ?ƐĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƐŵĞĚŝĐĂůƐƚƵĚĞŶƚǁŚŽŚĂƐĞŶũŽǇĞĚ
the benefits of Moroccan access to Spanish education, though of course she will never use his 
Christian name and continues to think of him as an Arab. 
In other novels, the device of mixed heritage operates less complaisantly vis-à-vis Francoist 
rhetoric of Hispano-Arab identity. The engagement with the Oriental in the final two novels 
examined below offers a covert critique of Spanish society and its divisive structures whilst also 
interrogating the model of masculinity represented by the sheikh figure as a Hispanicized Arab hero. 
 
Flight to the margins: the desert as refuge 
In El Beduino (1949) by María del Pilar Carré and El señor del desierto ?ďǇ>şĂZĂŵŽƐ ? ? ? ? ? )^ƉĂŝŶ ?Ɛ
collective political isolation is transposed to individual isolation in an unforgiving society, resolved by 
a retreat to the desert in locations significantly characterized by their proximity to French  W rather 
than to Spanish  W Morocco and their distance from colonial control. 
 KŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶŐĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐŽĨĂƌƌĠ ?ƐEl Beduíno is that it subverts the idea of the 
protective Patria and the image of a beleaguered Spain promulgated by the regime. The initial 
ŽďƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?ƐŚĂƉƉŝŶĞƐƐ is the legacy of maternal adultery (criminalized under the 
Franco regime) and attendant social marginalization. To escape the scandal, Mariló goes to live in 
Seville with her aunt Clara  W ĂůƐŽĂŵĂƌŐŝŶĂůĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƚŚĞ “ƐŽůƚĞƌŽŶĂĂŵĂƌŐĂĚĂ ? ? ?5) whose negative 
example was strong incitement for young women to marry (Martín Gaite 42-46). There, Mariló 
becomes engaged to the wealthy Javier de Salazar, but is hastily rejected by his family once her 
ƐĞĐƌĞƚŝƐƵŶĞĂƌƚŚĞĚ ?/ƚŝƐŚĞƌƐƚŝŐŵĂƚŝǌĂƚŝŽŶĂƐ “ŵĂůĂŚŝĞƌďĂ ? ? ? ? )ƚŚĂƚƉƌĞĨŝŐƵƌĞƐŚĞƌĐŽŵƉĂƚŝďŝůŝƚǇ
with the mestizo ŚĞƌŽ ?ŶŽƚŚĞƌŵŽǀĞ ?ƚŚŝƐƚŝŵĞƚŽĂ “ciudad africana puesta bajo la protección de 
&ƌĂŶĐŝĂ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?ŝƐƉƌĞĐŝƉŝƚĂƚĞĚďǇůĂƌĂ ?ƐĨŽƌƚƵŝƚŽƵƐƌĞƵŶŝŽŶǁŝƚŚŚŵĞĚĞŶdĂůĞď ?ĂƐŚĞŝŬŚƐŚĞ
would have married many years earlier, only religion kept them apart. Having recently converted to 
Catholicism (belatedlǇĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐƚŚĞĞǆĂŵƉůĞŽĨŚŝƐƐŝƐƚĞƌ ?ƐŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŵĂƌƌŝĂŐĞƚŽĂ&ƌĞŶĐŚŵĂŶ ) ?ŚĞ
has come to rekindle their erstwhile doomed romance. Thus here, female initiative and France, 
rather than Spain, model miscegenation for the patriarch in need of reform. dŚĞ “ĞĚƵşŶŽ ?ŽĨƚŚĞ
ƚŝƚůĞŝƐŚŵĞĚ ?ƐŶĞƉŚĞǁ ?,ĂƐƐĂŶ ?ďŽƚŚŶĂŵĞƐĞĐŚŽŝŶŐ “ŚŵĞĚĞŶ,ĂƐƐĂŶ ?ŽĨThe Sheik).  
 The pro-French stance in the novel should not go unremarked given the tensions with Spain 
regarding the protectorate and the activities of Republican exiles across the border. An official 
Bureau of Information and Propaganda in Madrid was charged with disseminating pro-Spanish 
ƉƌŽƉĂŐĂŶĚĂŝŶƌĂďĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐǁŚŝůĞĚŝƐĐƌĞĚŝƚŝŶŐ&ƌĂŶĐĞ ?DĂĚĂƌŝĂŐĂ ? “ŽŶĨƌŽŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐǁĂƐ
accomplished in part by emphasizing the common past of al-ŶĚĂůƵƐ ?ǁŝƚŚ&ƌĂŶĐŽĂƐ “ĂŵŝŐŽ
ĐŽŶĐŝůŝĂĚŽƌ ?ĂŶĚ&ƌĂŶĐĞĂƐ “ĞŶĞŵŝŐŽƌĞƉƌĞƐŽƌĚĞůƉƵĞďůŽĄƌĂďĞ ?ŝŶƚŚĞƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŽƌĂƚĞĂŶĚƚŚĞhE
 ?'ŽŶǌĄůĞǌ'ŽŶǌĄůĞǌ ? ? ? ) ?/ƚŝƐĂůƐŽŶŽƚĞǁŽƌƚŚǇƚŚĂƚ ?ŝŶĐŽŶƚƌĂƐƚǁŝƚŚƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŶŽǀĞůƐ ?ǁŚŝĐŚǁŽƌŬƚŽ
raise ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐƐƚĂƚƵƐ ?El Beduíno contains a muted denunciation of an intolerant Spanish society 
against a Franco-Arab alternative.24 /ŶDŽƌŽĐĐŽ ?DĂƌŝůſ ?ƐŶĞǁĨĂŵŝůǇůŝĨĞǁŝƚŚŚŵĞĚĞŶdĂůĞďĂŶĚ
                                                          
24
 /ƚŝƐŶŽƚƉŽƐƐŝďůĞƚŽůŝŶŬƚŚĞŶŽǀĞů ?ƐĂƉƉĂƌĞŶƚůǇŵŽƌĞŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚŽĨ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚƐŽĐŝĞƚǇƚŽƚŚĞƉŽůŝƚŝĐƐŽĨ
the author. Although María del Pilar Carré and her sister May are among the more well-known romance 
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Clara, now married, secures the outcast heroine the respect of the community, including characters 
representing European countries; namely, France and Britain, whilst fulfilling the requisite Orientalist 
expectations of luxurious indulgence. Conversely, the hypocrisy of Spanish society is unequivocally 
underlined when Marŝůſ ?ƐĨŽƌŵĞƌĨŝĂŶĐĠ ?:ĂǀŝĞƌĚĞ^ĂůĂǌĂƌ ?ƌĞĂƉƉĞĂƌƐĂŶĚĂƚƚĞŵƉƚƐƚŽǁŽŽŚĞƌďĂĐŬ. 
It is perhaps not coincidental that he shares his surname with the dictator of Portugal, one of the 
ƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?ƐĐůŽƐĞĂůůŝĞƐĂŶĚĚĞĨŝŶĞĚďǇ'ŝůĞŶƵŵĞǇĂĂƐƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐĂůŽŶŐǁŝƚŚ ^ƉĂŝŶ “ůŽĄƌĂďĞ
ĞƵƌŽƉĞŽ ? ? ? ? ) ?ĂŐĞƌƚŽƉƌŽĨŝƚĨƌŽŵDĂƌŝůŽ ?ƐŶĞǁĨŽƵŶĚǁĞĂůƚŚĂŶĚƉƌŝǀŝůĞŐĞ ?ƚŚĞ^ĂůĂǌĂƌĨĂŵŝůǇĚĞŝŐŶ
ƚŽŽǀĞƌůŽŽŬŚĞƌŵŽƌĂůůǇƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶĂďůĞďĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚĂŶĚĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚ “ŵŽƌŽƐ ? ? 
If the heroine finally spurns the Spanish false suitor Salazar  W  “ĚĞŵĂƐŝĂĚŽĚĞďŝůƉŽƌ
ŶĂƚƵƌĂůĞǌĂ ? ? ? ? ) W this is not without also rejecting the model of belligerent Oriental masculinity that 
ƐŚĞĨĞĂƌƐ,ĂƐƐĂŶŵĂǇƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ ?>ŝŬĞŵĂŶǇŽĨƚŚĞŐĞŶƌĞ ?ƐƌĂďŚĞƌŽĞƐ ?ŚĞŝƐŝŵƉůŝĐĂƚĞĚŝŶĂƉůŽƚŽĨ
masquerade and mistaken identity, to the point of producing reader disorientation. He possesses 
ďŽƚŚDƵƐůŝŵĂŶĚŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŶĂŵĞƐ ?ĂŶĚŝƐĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞůǇƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚƚŽĂƐ,ĂƐƐĂŶĂŶĚDĂƌĐĞů ?ĂŶĚ “Ğů
ĄƌĂďĞ ? ? “ĞůĨƌĂŶĐĠƐ ? ) ?DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ ?ŚĞŚĂƐĂƚŚŝƌĚ ?ĐůĂŶĚĞƐƚŝŶĞŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇĂƐƚŚĞĚĂŶŐĞƌŽƵƐďĂŶĚŝƚ “ů
ĞĚƵşŶŽ ?ǁŚŽĐŽŶĨƌŽŶƚƐDĂƌŝůſŝŶƚŚĞĚĞƐĞƌƚĂŶĚŵŽƌĞĐůŽƐĞůǇƌĞƐĞŵďůĞƐƚŚĞĚĞƐĞƌƚƌŽŵĂŶĐĞ ?Ɛ
archetype of "irresistible, ruthless, masterful, and over-sexualized masculinity" that redefined the 
ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŽĨ “ƐŚĞŝŬŚ ? ?dĞŽ ? ) ?dŚŝƐŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇŝƐƐŽŽŶŬŝůůĞĚ ŽĨĨ ?ďƵƚDĂƌŝůſ ?ƐĂďŝĚŝŶŐĂŵďŝǀĂůĞŶĐĞ
ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ,ĂƐƐĂŶ ?DĂƌĐĞůŝƐŶŽƵƌŝƐŚĞĚďǇŚĞƌƐƵƐƉŝĐŝŽŶƚŚĂƚŚĞŝƐĂĐƚƵĂůůǇƚŚĞǀŝŽůĞŶƚ “ůĞĚƵşŶŽ ? ?/ƚ
later transpires that he was working to protect French interests in Morocco, again refuting the 
colonial one-upmanshŝƉƚŚĂƚƐƚĂŶĚƐŽƵƚŝŶƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐŶŽǀĞůƐ ?
ŶŽƚŚĞƌŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚŝƐƚƵƌŶŽĨĞǀĞŶƚƐŝƐƚŚĂƚŝƚĐŽŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞƐĂƌĞĂƐƐƵƌŝŶŐ “ĚĞ-
KƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŽĨƚŚĞŚĞƌŽĂŶĚĐŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐĂĨĨŝƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƵƌŽƉĞĂŶŶĞƐƐ ?ƚŚĞůĂƚƚĞƌŽĨƚĞŶ
operating as a byword for civilization in these romances, albeit sometimes quite ambiguously, as in 
ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?ƐBaroda. Here Europeanization retains a critical gaze towards Spain. Marcel/Hassan, like 
many heroes of the romance, embodies a gentled masculine authority which embraces mutual 
dependency (Radway 81): in ĂůůŚŝƐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŐƵŝƐĞƐ ?ŚĞƌĞƉĞĂƚĞĚůǇĚĞĐůĂƌĞƐƚŚĂƚŚĞŝƐƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?Ɛ
slave (e.g. 68, 81, 104, 119); and exhibits a nurturing, almost maternal quality common in the 
romance (Radway 84, 144-45, 155- ? ? )ďǇďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐDĂƌŝůſ ?ƐĐŽŶĨŝĚĂŶƚĞwhen she is haunted by her 
ŵŽƚŚĞƌ ?ƐƌĞƉƵƚĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĨĞĂƌŝŶŐŝƚǁŝůůĐŽŶĚĞŵŶŚĞƌƚŽ “ƵŶĂƐŽůƚĞƌşĂĞƚĞƌŶĂ ? ? ? ? ) ?^ŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚůǇ ?ĂƌƌĠ ?Ɛ
hero has no Spanish blood, thus the romantic liaison does not serve to bolster the official discourse 
of Hispano-Arab fraternity. Religion is also relegated to the background. Instead, the wedding 
invitation that closes the narrative celebrates a Franco-ƌĂďƵŶŝŽŶĞŶĚŽƌƐĞĚďǇƚŚĞĐŽƵƉůĞ ?Ɛ
forerunners, Clara and ŚŵĞĚ ? “ůŽƐdĂůĞď ? ?ǁŚŽǀĂůƵĞƚŚĞŝƌŶŝĞĐĞ ?ƐŚĂƉƉŝŶĞƐƐ “por encima de todos 
ůŽƐƉƌĞũƵŝĐŝŽƐƐŽĐŝĂůĞƐ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ ?ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐŶŽŚŝŶƚŽĨĂƌĞƚƵƌŶƚŽ^ƉĂŝŶ ? 
>şĂZĂŵŽƐ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ?ŶŽǀĞů ?El señor del desierto, similarly eschews blatant alignment with the 
ƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?s Hispano-Arab policy by featuring a French heroine and a Bedouin protagonist whose 
territory is close to  W yet ostensibly independent of  W French colonial authorities. However, unlike in 
ĂƌƌĠ ?ƐŶŽǀĞů ?&ƌĂŶĐŽ-Arab identity is not really privileged over Hispano-Arab identity in order to 
express an implied critique of the hypocrisy of Francoist colonial rhetoric (its claim to openness and 
tolerance). Instead, since El señor features the only clearly consummated relationship between a 
 “ǁŚŝƚĞ ?ŚĞƌŽŝŶĞĂŶĚĂŶŽn-hybrid Arab, the Franco-Arab dimension is more likely a means of 
ĞǀĂĚŝŶŐĐĞŶƐŽƌƐŚŝƉďǇĚŝƐƚĂŶĐŝŶŐƚŚĞŵŽƌĞĐŽŶƚƌŽǀĞƌƐŝĂůĚŝĞŐĞƚŝĐĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐĨƌŽŵ^ƉĂŝŶ ?ƐƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŽƌĂƚĞ
ǁŚŝůƐƚĞŶĂďůŝŶŐĂŐĞŶĚĞƌĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞƚŚĂƚĞŶŐĂŐĞƐǁŝƚŚ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚǁŽŵĞŶ ?Ɛ “KƌŝĞŶƚĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?Žƌ subjection 
to oppressive gender roles. Ramos, like most of the authors of the novela rosa, has fallen into 
obscurity, so next to nothing is known about her. What can be gleaned from her work is a fascination 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
novelists, virtually no details are available about their lives. Their grandfather, Eugenio Carré Aldao, was a 
writer, secretary of the Real Academia Gallega and an early supporter of the Republic. 
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ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƚŚĞŵĞƐŽĨ “ƌĂĐĞ ? and reconciliation. For example, mixed relationships which overturn 
prevailing racist attitudes inform Joska, el zíngaro (1950) and De la misma sangre (1954). In El señor, 
the approach to the topic of interracial love is problematic because it is often at odds with the 
ŶŽǀĞů ?Ɛ negotiation of gender identity and results in an internally contradictory text. Illustrative of 
this is that Ramos replicates the most disturbing element of The Sheik: rape. Jenny Sharpe observes 
in her analysis of late nineteenth and early twentieth-century British fiction set in colonial contexts 
ƚŚĂƚ “ƌĂƉĞŝƐŶŽƚĂĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚĂŶĚƐƚĂďůĞƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĞƌďƵƚŽŶĞƚŚĂƚƐƵƌĨĂĐĞƐĂƚƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĐŵŽŵĞŶƚƐ ?ĂŶĚ ?
ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇĚƵƌŝŶŐ “ŵŽŵĞŶƚƐŽĨƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůŝŶƐƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ ? ? ? ?) ?/ŶZĂŵŽƐ ?ƐŶŽǀĞů ?ƚŚĞƐƉĞĐƚƌĞŽĨ
interracial rape relates less to a crisis in colonial structures,25 ĂƐŝŶ^ŚĂƌƉĞ ?ƐĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐ ?ƚŚĂŶƚŽƚŚĞ
symbolic and material violence accompanying the institution of a rigid and regressive gender binary 
under Francoism and, obliquely the memory of the Civil War. Here the construction of a sheikh 
protagonist as the enforcer of gendered oppression conveys a profound ambivalence regarding an 
Orientalized Spanish masculinity and suggests a subconscious conjoining of the idea of the moro 
violador with that of the desert warrior associated with the Army of Africa and with Franco himself. 
 For Carmen Martín Gaite, the model of male authority in the novela rosa is patently not 
Franco whose public persona was simply incompatible with romance:  “jamás se le conoció más 
pasión que la del mando absoluto. Ni pasiones de carne, ni pasiones de espíritu ? (18). Nevertheless, 
the notion of the  “desert hero ? was intrinsic to the reputation the dictator had forged. One of the 
ĨŝƌƐƚƉƵďůŝĐƵƐĞƐŽĨ “ĐĂƵĚŝůůŽ ?ĨŽƌ&ƌĂŶĐŽǁĂƐŝŶ ? ? ? ?ǁŚĞŶŚŝƐŵĂƌriage was reported in the press as 
 “dŚĞtĞĚĚŝŶŐŽĨĂŶŚĞƌŽŝĐĂƵĚŝůůŽ ? ?ŝŶƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƚŽŚŝƐEŽƌƚŚĨƌŝĐĂŶĞǆƉůŽŝƚƐ(Preston, Franco 42). 
The term is used to construct Omar in 'ĂƌĐşĂ ?Ɛ El oasis as an archetype of exemplary masculinity 
when he is identified as "un gran caudillo, altivo y recio, de gran personalidad y vigoroso carácter" 
(21). And the final image of Salah in the desert astride a white horse in ƵƌĂŶŐŽ ?Ɛ Harasi Kaddur 
evokes a familiar image closer to home: during his Africa career, Franco would lead the Regulares on 
ŚŽƌƐĞďĂĐŬ “ ?ĨĂǀŽƵƌŝŶŐ ?ĂǁŚŝƚĞŚŽƌƐĞ ?ŽƵƚŽĨĂŵŝǆƚƵƌĞŽĨƌŽŵĂŶƚŝĐŝƐŵĂŶĚďƌĂǀĂĚŽ ? ?WƌĞƐƚŽŶ ?
Franco 17). This is not to argue that Franco himself was the inspiration for the array of Oriental 
heroes in these novels. Rather, it is to suggest that they participate imaginatively with hegemonic 
ideas of Spanish masculinity which ŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚ “ƚŚĞKƌŝĞŶƚĂů ?; for example, the warrior leader, or 
Almogávar ĞƵůŽŐŝǌĞĚŝŶ&ƌĂŶĐŽ ?ƐRaza. One of the most popular women authors, Carmen de Icaza, a 
prominent activist of the Sección Femenina, reflects the centrality of the Oriental to Nationalist 
identity in her 1941 novel, Soñar la vida. Its pro-fascist male protagonist and Nationalist supporter 
Alfonso/Alí is half-Spanish, half-Turkish, but characterized as possessing  “ĂůŐŽde árabe, de moro, de 
ŽƌŝĞŶƚĂů ?ĂŶĚ ĞǆŚŝďŝƚŝŶŐƚŚĞƐĂŵĞǀŝŐŽƌŽƵƐ “ĐƌƵĐĞĚĞƌĂǌĂƐƋƵĞŵƵĐŚŽƐĚĞůŽƐespañoles sentimos en 
ůĂƐŶƵĞƐƚƌĂƐ ? ? Q ?zƐŝĞŶƚĞĂƐƉĂŹĂĐŽŵŽƵƐƚĞĚǇǇŽ ? ? ? ? ? ) /ĐĂǌĂƚŚƵƐƉĂǀĞƐƚŚĞǁĂǇĨŽƌĂŚĂƉƉǇ
ending between Alí and the Spanish heroine. There is still a hint of ambivalence vis-à-vis the model 
of masculinity he embodies, or fails to completely embody, since he is mutilated by a war injury. In 
the example below, the aforementioned duality of the Moor encapsulates the ideological 
contradictions of conventional patriarchal gender relations as they are frequently articulated in 
romance fiction: the equating of male brutality with deep love (Modleski 33).  
A striking aspect of El señor ?ƐƌĞŶĚĞƌŝŶŐŽĨƚŚĞĚĞƐĞƌƚƌŽŵĂŶĐĞŝƐƚŚĂƚŝŶǁƌĞƐƚůŝŶŐǁŝƚŚ
ǀŝŽůĞŶƚŵĂƐĐƵůŝŶŝƚǇ ?ƚŚĞĨĞŵĂůĞƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚŝƐĐŽŵƉĞůůĞĚƚŽĂƐƐŝŵŝůĂƚĞƚŚĞ “KƌŝĞŶƚĂů ?ĞůĞŵĞŶƚ of her 
ŽǁŶŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇĂŶĚĂĐĐĞƉƚƚŚĂƚƐŚĞŝƐŶŽƚ ?ŝŶĨĂĐƚ ? “ĚĞŽƚƌĂƌĂǌĂ ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞĨĞŵĂůĞƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚ ?>ŝůŝĂŶ
Daudet, daughter of a French colonel and a Moroccan woman, enacts the struggle to reconcile 
female agency with love, desire and the obligatory self-abnegation of Catholic womanhood. An 
ŽƌƉŚĂŶŵĂƌŐŝŶĂůŝǌĞĚďǇŚĞƌ&ƌĞŶĐŚƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?>ŝůŝĂŶƚƌĂǀĞůƐƚŽDŽƌŽĐĐŽŝŶƐĞĂƌĐŚŽĨŚĞƌŵŽƚŚĞƌ ?Ɛ
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 This is not to deny a link: Mateo Dieste observĞƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĨƌŽŶƚĐŽǀĞƌŽĨƚŚĞ ? ? ? ?ĞĚŝƚŝŽŶŽĨWĞĚƌŽDĂƚĂ ?Ɛ
1856 novel, Los moros del Riff, displays a violated Spanish woman being carried off by a Moor (133). 
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village, but falls into the hands of a slave trafficker. She encounters the hero, Hassán-Abd-el-Surí 
(whose name also recalls The Sheik), when he purchases her to secure her liberation. Misconstruing 
ƚŚĞŐĞƐƚƵƌĞĂƐĚŽŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƐŚĞƐŚŽǁĞƌƐŚŝŵǁŝƚŚŝŶƐƵůƚƐ P“ǀŝĐŝŽƐŽ ? ? “ďĂŶĚŝĚŽ ? ? “ƐĂůǀĂũĞ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ) ?
The misunderstanding exposes a fundamental truth about the tendencies of patriarchal power: 
Hassán vents rage at what he perceives as >ŝůŝĂŶ ?ƐŝŶŐƌĂƚŝƚƵĚĞĂŶĚƵƌŽƉĞĂŶƐƵƉĞƌŝŽƌŝƚǇ ?ƉŚǇƐically 
ƐŚĞĞƉŝƚŽŵŝǌĞƐƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ “ǁŚŝƚĞŶĞƐƐ ?, belying her mixed origins) by holding her captive in conditions 
of enforced domesticity. Henceforth, she must dress like the Moroccan women she disdains as 
 “ĞƐĐůĂǀĂƐ ? ? ? ? )ĂŶĚƉĞƌĨŽƌŵƚŚĞŝƌůĂďŽƵƌƐ ?dŚĞƚĞŶĞƚƐŽĨ&ƌĂŶĐŽŝƐŵ ?ƐƉƌĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĨĞŵŝŶŝŶŝƚǇare 
actually voiced ďǇ>ŝůŝĂŶ ?ƐĐŽŵƉĂŶŝŽŶ ?,ĂůŝŵĂ ?ǁŚŽĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐŚĞƌƚŚĂƚ “>ĂŵƵũĞƌĚĞďĞƐĞƌĂůĞŐƌĞǇ
transparĞŶƚĞĐŽŵŽĞůĚƵĞŹŽǇƐĞŹŽƌŐŽĐĞǇďĞďĂĞŶƐƵƐůĂďŝŽƐůĂĚŝĐŚĂǇůĂƉĂǌ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
Race, then, operates for the most part allegorically to delineate the versions of masculinity 
and femininity which the heroine must come to accept in what Modlesksi has described as a 
 “ĐŽŵƉůĞǆƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŽĨƐĞůĨ-ƐƵďǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ ?ƚŚĂƚĞŶƚĂŝůƐƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞƌĞůŝŶƋƵŝƐŚŝŶŐŚĞƌŝŵƉƵůƐĞƐƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ
self-affirmation (29). A pivotal event takes place when Hassán insists on taking Lilian away from the 
camp and in the atmosphere of growing intimacy between them, she confides her desire to leave 
alone in search of Aín Salah, where she spent her early life with her mother. It is precisely the 
expression of her desire for autonomy, compounded by her rejection of Hassán  W who has just 
declared his love for her  W ƚŚĂƚƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐƚŚĞƌĂƉĞ ?dŚĞĐƵůŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?ƐƐƵďũƵŐĂƚŝŽŶ W the 
rape as an attempt to reduce her subjectivity to her body  W is tempered earlier on by glimpses of the 
ŚĞƌŽ ?ƐƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀĞƐŝĚĞƚŚĂƚĨŽƌĞƐŚĂĚŽǁŚŝƐŝŶĞǀŝƚĂďůĞƌĞĚĞŵƉƚŝŽŶ ?dŚe rape, then, is not 
ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂůŝǌĞĚĂƐĂƉĂƚŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĂĐƚ ?ďƵƚĂƐĂĨŽƌŵŽĨƵŶĐŽŶƚƌŽůůĞĚĚĞƐŝƌĞǁŚŝĐŚ “ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝǌĞƐǀiolent 
ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ ? ?ZĂĚǁĂǇ ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞƌĂƉĞ ?Ɛambiguous eroticization further undermines the critique of 
gender relations. In this confused portrayal, ZĂŵŽƐŝŶƐŝŶƵĂƚĞƐƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?ƐĐŽŵƉůŝĐŝƚǇ PǁŚĞŶ>ŝůŝĂŶ
ƐĞŶƐĞƐ,ĂƐƐĄŶ ?ƐƐĞǆƵĂůĚĞƐŝƌĞ ?ƐŚĞĨĞĞůƐĂ “ŵŝĞĚŽĞǆƚƌĂŹŽ ? ? ? ? ) ?ƚŚĞŶǁŽŶĚĞƌƐ “ ?ĐſŵŽƵŶĂĂƵĚĞƚ
ŝďĂĂĐŽŶĨĞƐĂƌƐĞŶŝĂƷŶĂƐşŵŝƐŵĂƋƵĞƐĞƐĞŶƚşĂĂƚƌĂşĚĂŚĂĐŝĂƵŶďĞĚƵşŶŽ ‘ƚƵĂƌĞŐ ? ?ĂƵŶƋƵĞĞƐƚĞfuera 
ƵŶ:ĞƋƵĞ ? ?(95). Her physical resistance manifests as lack of consent whereas the inner monologue 
ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚƐƚŚĂƚ>ŝůŝĂŶƌĞĐŝƉƌŽĐĂƚĞƐƚŚĞŚĞƌŽ ?ƐĨĞĞůŝŶŐƐ ?ŽŶůǇŝƐŝŶŚŝďŝƚĞĚďǇƌĂĐŝĂůƉƌĞũƵĚŝĐĞ ?ĚĞƐƉŝƚĞƚŚĞŝƌ
shared Arab heritage. The allusion to racist attitudes indicates awareness of the miscegenation 
taboo (with the attendant erotic frisson for readers) that can potentially be legitimately transgressed 
in light of the Francoist colonial discourse of racial affinity. But the understanding of raza is a multi-
ůĂǇĞƌĞĚĂŶĚƵŶƐƚĂďůĞƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĞƌǁŚŝĐŚĂůƐŽĂƉƉĞĂƌƐƚŽƌĞĨĞƌƚŽĂŐŐƌĞƐƐŝǀĞůǇƉĂƚƌŝĂƌĐŚĂůĐƵůƚƵƌĞ ?>ŝůŝĂŶ ?Ɛ
repulsion is partly directed inwards: the submissiveness she despises in the desert women will not 
save her from final capitulation and the troubling conversion of an object of fear into one of desire, 
ŽƌƚŚĞƉƌŽũĞĐƚŝŽŶŽĨ “ĂƵƚŽƉŝĂŶĐŽŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶƚŽĂŶĞǀĞŶƚƚŚĂƚƐŚĞĂŶĚŚĞƌƌĞĂĚĞƌƐŚĂǀĞŐŽŽĚƌĞĂƐŽŶƚŽ
ĨĞĂƌ ? ?ZĂĚǁĂǇ ? ? ? ) ?  
It is quite exceptional to find a rape story in the novela rosa  W it was almost certainly missed 
by the censor.26 One interpretation is that the rape occurs in lieu of a frank assertion of female 
desire and sexuality, in this case vis à vis ĂŶ “ĞǆŽƚŝĐŽƚŚĞƌ ?; the necessary narrative ellipsis in which it 
unfolds allows the reader to construct its meaning. On the other hand, it is helpful to consider Tania 
DŽĚůĞƐŬŝ ?ƐƌĞ-ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐŽĨƌĂƉĞŝŶǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐƌŽŵĂŶĐĞƐĂƐĨĂŶƚĂƐŝĞƐŵĂƐŬŝŶŐ “ĂŶǆŝĞƚǇĂďŽƵƚƌĂƉĞĂŶĚ
ůŽŶŐŝŶŐĨŽƌƉŽǁĞƌĂŶĚƌĞǀĞŶŐĞ ?ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞůŽŶŐ-established psychoanalytical interpretation of 
ƌĂƉĞŝŵĂŐŝŶĞĚ “ĂƐĐŽŶĐĞĂůŝŶŐĂĚĞƐŝƌĞƚŽďĞƚĂŬĞŶďǇĨŽƌĐĞ ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞŝŶEl señor is presented 
with the opportunity to indulge the revenge fantasy that Modleski sees as underlying the pleasure 
many women derive from reading romances (37-40). There is a form of psychological compensation 
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 dŚŝƐŝƐŶŽƚƐƵƌƉƌŝƐŝŶŐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞĐĞŶƐŽƌƐ ?ƉƌŽĚŝŐŝŽƵƐǁŽƌŬůŽĂĚ ?ǇƌŶĞ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚ ?Ɛconclusion of 
 “EĂĚĂĐĞŶƐƵƌĂďůĞ ? ?may be ŽǁŝŶŐƚŽƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŝŶĞ ?Ɛ&ƌĞŶĐŚŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƚǇĂŶĚĂƐƵƉĞƌĨŝĐŝĂůƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ, including the 
misattributed propriety of a wedding (Expediente: 2145-50).
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ĨŽƌƚŚĞǀŝŽůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨďŽƚŚ>ŝůŝĂŶ ?ƐďŽĚǇĂŶĚŚĞƌƋƵĞƐƚĨŽƌƐĞůĨŚŽŽĚ PŝŶ,ĂƐƐĄŶ ?ƐĂďƐĞŶĐĞ ?ĂŶĂƌŵǇůĞĚďǇ
his cousin, Jaffar, has occupied his territory (in another representation of intertribal enmity akin to 
ĐŝǀŝůǁĂƌ ) ?>ŝůŝĂŶŝƐŐƌĂŶƚĞĚƉĞƌŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƚŽĞǆĂĐƚƌĞǀĞŶŐĞƉƌŝŽƌƚŽ,ĂƐƐĄŶ ?ƐĞǆĞĐƵƚŝŽŶ ?/ŶƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚ ?ƐŚĞ
chooses to save the repentant Hassán who has already offered her marriage and a vague promise to 
ĐŽŶǀĞƌƚƚŽŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŝƚǇ ?>ŝůŝĂŶ ?ƐƵůƚŝŵĂƚĞŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚ,ĂƐƐĄŶ ?ƐĐĂƵƐĞĞǆƉŽƐĞƐƚŚĞĨƵƚŝůŝƚǇŽĨ
ĨĞŵĂůĞƌĞǀŽůƚƚŚĂƚŝƐŝŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚůǇƵŶĚĞƌůŝŶĞĚŝŶƚŚĞƌŽŵĂŶĐĞ ?DŽĚůĞƐŬŝ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?:ĞƐƐŝĐĂĞŶũĂŵŝŶ ?Ɛ
ŝŶĨůƵĞŶƚŝĂůĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐŽĨǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐĂůŝĞŶĂƚĞĚĚĞƐŝƌĞĂƐĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞĚŝŶŵĂƐŽĐŚŝƐƚŝĐůŽǀĞŝƐĂůƐŽŝŶstructive 
here: Lilian regains selfhood only through identification with the male  W the customary surrender to 
conventional gender relations  W rather than through the search for her maternal roots, because the 
ŵŽƚŚĞƌĨŝŐƵƌĞŝƐŶŽůŽŶŐĞƌĂďůĞƚŽ “ŵŽĚĞůĂƵƚŽŶŽŵǇ ? ? ? ?) ?dŚŝƐůĂƚƚĞƌƉŽŝŶƚŝƐƌĞƉĞĂƚĞĚůǇǁŝƚŶĞƐƐĞĚ
ŝŶƚŚĞƐƚŽƌŝĞƐŽĨŵŽƚŚĞƌůĞƐƐĨĞŵĂůĞƉƌŽƚĂŐŽŶŝƐƚƐǁŚŽĨĞĂƚƵƌĞŝŶ^ƉĂŶŝƐŚǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐƉŽƐƚ-War fiction. In 
El señor, as in The Sheik, the rape does not destroy the heroine, psychically or socially: the novel 
concludes with their harmonious cohabitation (with no mention of nuptials or religious conversion) 
and the hero encouraging Lilian to maintain her rebellious spirit by challenging his authority. That 
ƚŚŝƐĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐĞƚĂŬĞƐƚŚĞĨŽƌŵŽĨĂ “ƌŽůĞƉůĂǇ ?ĐŽŶƚĞƐƚs the notion of essentialized gender 
ŝĚĞŶƚŝƚŝĞƐǁŚŝůĞƵŶĞĂƐŝůǇƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐŝŶŐǁŚĞƌĞƚŚĞ “ƌĞĂů ?ƉŽǁĞƌůŝĞƐ ? At the same time, the retreat from 
colonial control suggests the attempt to salvage a space in which, perhaps, gender roles can be 
negotiated. 
 
África:  “ OdƵƐďŽĚĂƐĐŽŶƐƉĂŹĂƉƌŽĚƵĐŝƌĄŶůĂůƵǌ ? ?27 
Although the Civil War intensified the disturbing duality of the figure of the Moor, the rehabilitation 
ŽĨƚŚŝƐŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂů “ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ǁĂƐĂůƐŽƉƵƌƐƵĞĚǁŝƚŚŝŶEĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚƉƌŽƉĂŐĂŶĚĂĂŶĚƚŚĞǁŽƌŬŽĨ ideologues 
such as the Arabist Miguel Asín Palacios, who avowed that Moroccan ƐŽůĚŝĞƌƐƉŽƐƐĞƐƐĞĚ “ƵŶĐŽƌĂǌſŶ
ŐĞŵĞůŽĚĞůĞƐƉĂŹŽů ?, and Gil Benumeya who claimed that  “España está espiritualmente dentro de 
[lo árabe] ? (quoted in Madariaga, Los moros 346; Gil Benumeya 10). This article has sought to make 
ƐŽŵĞŝŶƌŽĂĚƐŝŶƚŽƚŚĞŽǀĞƌůŽŽŬĞĚĂƌĞĂŽĨǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐůŝƚĞƌĂƌǇƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐƚŽƚŚis discourse of Hispano-
Arab identity ?dŚĞƐĂŵƉůĞĂŶĂůǇƐĞĚŚĞƌĞĂƚƚĞƐƚƐƚŽƚŚĞĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ “ĐŽŶĞů “ĂƌĂďŝƐŵŽ ?ŽůĂ
 “ŚŝƐƉĂŶŝĚĂĚ ?ƚŚĂƚůŐŽƌĂtĞďĞƌĐŽŶƚĞŶĚƐĞxisted among Spaniards made ĂǁĂƌĞŽĨƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŵĞ ?Ɛ
foreign policy orientation through its extensive reporting on diplomatic, ceremonial and affective 
ĞǆĐŚĂŶŐĞƐǁŝƚŚƌĂďƐƚĂƚĞƐ “ŐĞŶĞƌĂŶĚŽ ‘ŝŶĐŽŶƐĐŝĞŶƚĞŵĞŶƚĞ ?ƵŶĂƐŝŵƉĂƚşĂŵƵƚƵĂĞŶƚƌĞĂŵďŽƐ
ƉƵĞďůŽƐ ? ? ? ? ? ) ?EĞǀĞƌƚŚĞůĞƐƐ ?ƚŚĞŚĞƚĞƌŽŐĞŶĞŽƵƐĂŶĚĂŵďŝǀĂůĞŶƚŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐůŝƚĞƌĂƌǇ
responses also indicate that they were not merely its dupes. 
It is important to remember that these were young women who had witnessed the ravages 
of war. So little else is known about them that it is difficult to link their work to ideological 
motivations based on biography. Even so, it is probably not too farfetched to suggest that amid the 
intense physical and mental repression of the 1940s, the desire for peace in many cases would have 
transcended political differences. Although Spaniards were exhorted to denounce one another, 
binding them to the new state (Graham, 85, 134-5), there was, of course, also resistance to this 
pressure.28 The rhetoric of convivencia associated with arabismo may have held particular appeal, 
producing a displacement of anxieties about social cleavages, dislocation and violent masculinity 
stemming from home to the site of the desert. At the same time, by conjuring lavish and ethnically 
diverse settings in which to dream about the incorporation of an exotic other, these authors were 
also participating in the recent literary trend of feminized Orientalism, allowing them to explore 
                                                          
27
 Jose María Pemán, quoted in Nerín 231. 
28
 Kathleen Richmond argues that the Sección Feminina did not contribute to post-War repression and 
opposed reprisals; for example, the ĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚŽĨĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐŝŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚ “ƚŽŝŐŶŽƌĞ^&ƚĞƐƚŝŵŽŶŝĂůƐ
ďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚĞǇǁĞƌĞŬŶŽǁŶƚŽďĞƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐŽĨĐŚĂƌŝƚǇ ?ĂŶĚ ?ĂƐƐƵĐŚ ?ƵŶƌĞůŝĂďůĞ ? ? ? ).
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ŝĚĞĂƐĂďŽƵƚ “ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶŶĞƐƐ ? ? “ĐŝǀŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĂŶĚŵŽĚĞƌŶŝƚǇ, and thereby negotiate the imposition of 
Orientalization understood as the rejection of modern values. Rather than disavowing difference, 
their texts tend to probe the limits of its possible integration whilst often attempting to soften the 
aggressive, Orientalized model of warrior masculinity then prevalent. It is the fact that they were 
drawing on materials that resonated with their domestic conditions which makes their texts 
interesting as affective responses to the ideological manipulation involved in the embedding of 
National-Catholicism and its concept of raza. 
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